
Via electronic mail
landconveyanceEA@rl.doe.gov

October 19, 2012

Ms. Paula Call
NEPA Document Manager
US Department of Energy
Richland Operations Office
P0 Box 550, MSIN A2-15
Richland, WA 99352

Re: Scoping Comments on the Department of Energy's Notice of Intent to Prepare an
Environmental Assessment (EA) for the Proposed Conveyance of Land at the Hanford
Site, Richland, WA and Notice of Potential Floodplain and Wetland Involvement.

Dear Ms. Call,

I am writing on behalf of Hanford Challenge to provide comments on the Department of
Energy's Notice of Intent to Prepare an Environmental Assessment (EA) for the Proposed
Conveyance of Land at the Hanford Site, Richland, WA and Notice of Potential Floodplain and
Wetland Involvement. Hanford Challenge is a nonprofit organization working to ensure a safe
and effective cleanup of the Hanford Nuclear site. We provide legal support for workers and
whistleblowers at Hanford and work to engage the public and stakeholders on important Hanford
issues. Our membership base includes individuals in the Tni-Cities, eastern Washington and
around the Pacific Northwest. On behalf of our membership, thank you for considering our
comments.

Procedural Comments

We appreciate DOE's openness to questions and commentary at the scoping meeting in Richland

on October 10, 2012. However, there should have been meetings held outside the Tni-Cities as
well or at least the opportunities for the public to participate remotely. Broad public involvement

on issues affecting Hanford is of the utmost importance and future uses on-site affect the

economy and environmental health of the region beyond the Tni-Cities. We request that future

public meetings are scheduled in more locations and/or are accessible remotely via phone and

internet.

Comments on the Assessment and 10 CFR 770 Proposal

Hanford Challenge supports the safe development of a small portion of Hanford land to promote

the economic viability of the Tni-Cities as well as the development of clean, renewable energy.

Any development should be limited to that which will not further contaminate the Hanford Site,



the Columbia River or the region, respect the bio-diversity of the Hanford Site, and honor tribal
commitments. Any proposed transfers, leases, developments or other site usages should comply
with existing laws, rules and regulations, and be conducted in a transparent manner.

We encourage the DOE to perform a robust assessment and environmental characterization of
the land to be transferred. A Hanford land transfer of this magnitude should trigger the need for
a full Environmental Impact Statement. This assessment should include a thorough investigation
of existing radiological and chemical contamination within the assessment area in order to
determine the safety of the land for transfer, the potential for contamination to spread to the
proposed transfer areas, the potential for development and industry to cause additional
contamination or current contamination to spread, and to create a baseline assessment of any
preexisting contamination. This investigation should involve a thorough assessment of the
history of dumping radioactive and chemical contamination in unmarked sites. Not all
information about where contamination will be is in official records, or documented on maps.
Additionally, DOE should closely investigate the impacts of industrial development on the
uranium plume, other known contaminated areas in the 300-Area, as well as yet-to-be discovered
burial sites and plumes.

The Environmental Assessment should also seek to ensure no threatened or endangered species
will be adversely affected by the land transfer or subsequent development. The region is home
to numerous threatened and endangered species (flora and fauna), and as a Natural Resource
Trustee, the DOE must ensure any development will not further endanger those species or their
habitats.

Any Assessment should also be inclusive and respectful of Tribal rights, including full
consultation with affected Tribes.

The Tri-City Development Council (TRIDEC) has requested the land be transferred in fee simple
with indemnity. Due to the potential for continuing mission needs, such as security and safety,
this is likely not the appropriate realty action. Hanford Challenge suggestions a detailed
assessment of future mission needs as well as various alternatives to fee simple depending on the
land use and in order to ensure the safety, accountability, and economic viability of the
transaction. Hanford Challenge opposes the transfer of such lands with indemnity. We question
why, on top of the gift of land to private entities for commercial development, the taxpayer
should be burdened with a liability for future uses of the site, which could be significant.

Furthermore, should DOE determine land parcels are safe for development, Hanford Challenge
encourages DOE to seek the authority to transfer land for appropriate uses in a manner that could
contribute financially not only to the economic viability of the area, but also to Hanford cleanup,
which must become a top priority, in accordance with 10 CFR 770.8.

A land transaction of this size and scope should also require a more specific proposal regarding
intended uses and development. The current TRIDEC proposal for the initial 1,341 acres fails to
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denote specific intended uses, duration of use, the economic development that would be
furthered or sufficient information supporting the economic viability of the proposed
development as required by 10 CFR 770.7. Currently, only the proposal submitted as an
addendum to the initial TRIDEC proposal for 1,341 acres, which includes a 300 acre parcel of
land for Energy Northwest's solar park is sufficiently detailed for DOE to make a proper
assessment of safety and impacts of such a transfer and use. Hanford Challenge supports this
initial step towards creating an Energy Park in the Tri-Cities should the DOE determine that the

location, land disturbance and water usage are safe and will not lead to the spread of
contamination.

Due to the broad nature of the initial TRIDEC request for 1,341 acres, it is difficult to comment
specifically on how the Environmental Assessment should be constructed to assess the proposed
uses. DOE's proposed use of a maximum impact scenario to assess a range of uses in the EA
does not solve the problem of an insufficiently detailed 10 CFR 770 proposal, as there are many
factors to consider that cannot be adequately predicted.

Overall, Hanford Challenge strongly encourages DOE to promote the research, development, and
generation of clean, renewable energy which does not include operations that generate
radioactive or chemical/toxic wastes.

We also request that DOE prohibit development of the land that could add or exacerbate
contamination to the area. DOE should restrict land use that would require irrigation and

groundwater use to prevent the mobilization of known and unknown contaminants in the soil,
and to prevent impacts to the 300-Area uranium and/or other plumes. Furthermore, we oppose
any development that could bring additional chemical or radionuclide contamination to the
region. Although the 10 CFR 770 proposal does not specifically mention nuclear development,
communications received from our recent FOIA request and the news media show this is a
desired path of TRIDEC and the MidColumbia Energy Initiative.

Some examples of recent media commentary on the development of small modular reactors
include:

" "A small nuclear reactor project has been proposed as a possible component of a clean
energy park at Hanford as DOE releases unneeded and environmentally clean land for
other uses."1I

* "Small modular nuclear reactors are one possibility for a proposed clean energy park on
unneeded and uncontaminated Hanford land near Energy Northwest.",2

Tri-City Herald, "Adviser promotes modular reactors", April 5, 2012. htR://www.tri-
citvherald.coni/20 12/04/05/1 892773/adviser-promotes-modular-reactors.html#storlinkmisearch#storylinkcv

2Tri-City Herald, "DOE steps toward small reactors," Jan. 21, 2012. http://www.tri-
citvherald.comi/20 12/01/21/1 795470/doe-steps-toward-small-reactors.html#storlinkmisearch#storylinkcvv
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*"It's [TRIDEC] particularly interested in manufacturers of high-tech products or those
that would require some technical skills in the workforce, such as a plant manufacturing
advanced batteries being developed at Pacific Northwest National Laboratory in
Richland or manufacturing small modular nuclear reactors."3

The development of small modular reactors is an unsound investment for the economic and
environmental sustainability of the region. There is still no solution for the cost, safety, and
waste problems of nuclear power.

According to an in-depth study by Dr. Arjun Makhijani and Michel Boyd of the Institute for
Energy and Environmental Research, "Efficiency and most renewable technologies are already
cheaper than new large reactors... Relying on assurances that SMRs will be cheap is contrary to
the experience about economies of scale and is likely to waste time and money, while creating
new safety and proliferation risks, as well as new waste disposal problems."
http:H/ieer.orp,/wp/wp-content/uploads/2010/09/small-modular-reactors2OlO. Ddf

In accordance with the intention and spirit of the Tni-Party agreement, Hanford is a cleanup site,
not a production site with regard to radioactive or chemical materials. A nuclear power plant or
plants would significantly add to the immediate and long-term waste burden of an already
overburdened site and should, therefore, be off the table.

Hanford Challenge supports the use of land determined to be safe for low impact development
such as solar and wind energy generation, warehousing and potentially business services to the
extent that development limits the use of water, exposure to contamination and supports the
potential for future mission needs.

Thank you for your consideration!

Sincerely,

Tom Carpenter, Executive Director

cc: Mr. Woody Russell, Hanford Site NEPA Compliance Officer

3Tri-City Herald, "DOE study looks at industrial development at Hanford," September 25, 2012. htR://www.tri-
citvherald.com/20 12/09/25/211 3445/doe-study-looks-at-industrial.html#storlinkmisearch#storylinkctp
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Confederated Tribes of the 46411 Timine Way - Pendleton, OR 97801
Umatilla Indian Reservation PHONE/ FAX 541-429-7040

Department of Science & Engineering info@ctuir.com - wwwumatil Ia.nisnius

October 19, 2012

Ms. Paula Call
US Department of Energy
P0 Box 550, MS1N A2-15
Richland WA 99352

Subject: CTUIR comments on the EA Scoping Period for Land Conveyance of 4,413 acres

Dear Ms. Call,

The Confederated Tribes of the Umatilla Indian Reservation (CTUIR) have a vital interest in the

current and future condition of Hanford, the Hanford Reach, Hanford Reach National
Monument, and Hanford-affected lands and resources. The importance of the Hanford area to
the CTUIR was codified in the treaties signed in 1855 between the federal government and the
CTUIR [12 Stats. 945]. The Cayuse, Walla Walla, and Umatilla Tribes reserved the rights of
access and use of lands and resources in the Hanford area to catch and eat fish, erect temporary
buildings for curing fish, hunt and consume game birds and animals, gather and consume plants,
engage in vision quests, participate in sweat lodge ceremonies, use plants for medicinal and
cultural purposes, visit and maintain burial sites, pasture livestock, and participate in other
traditional use of the environment.

Our peoples have lived and thrived in the Columbia Basin, including the area that is now
Hanford, for over 10,000 years. The Hanford nuclear reservation contains resources that include
one of the last contiguous desert shrub steppe habitats within the Columbia Plateau, spawning
habitat for endangered salmonids, and long stretches of riparian and aquatic resources. The
CTULR is also one of the federally-recognized Trustees of the biologic resources as well as the
abiotic natural resources (soil, air, surface water, groundwater, and the Columbia River) across
the Hanford facility, including the Hanford Reach National Monument. The CTUIR-Department
of Science and Engineering (DOSE) and the CTUIR-Department of Natural Resources (DNR) -

Cultural Resources Protection Program (CRPP) are charged with the Responsibility to evaluate
any activity that can affect the endstate and environmental conditions of Hanford and environs

Treaty June 9, 1853 -~ Cayuse, Umatilla and Walla Walla Tribes



As explained in the letter of July 1, 2011 to Matt McCormick signed by Leo Stewart, Board of
Trustee (BOT) Interim Chairnan, the CTUIR objects "to the transfer or lease of any land that
affects the ability of the CTUIR to exercise treaty-reserved rights throughout the Departmnent of
Energy's Hanford Site or that results in loss or degradation of habitat or diminution of natural
resources and ecosystems." Most of this letter was simply ignored by USDOE. This letter and
its attachment should be referred to during the preparation of the NEPA analysis.

As requested in the letter from CTUIR to USDOE on July 1, 2011, the CTUIR again requests a
more reasoned discussion of energy parks and/or industrial development, purchase of Tribal
electricity or natural gas, and how USDOE can approach future land use without fturther harming
tribal uses and resources.

Individual comments are provided in attachment A. If there are questions regarding cultural

resources, please contact Mrs. Teara Farrow Ferman, Manager, Cultural Resources Protection

Program at TearaFarrowFenmnactuingar or (541) 276-3447; for all other questions please

contact myself.

Coel

Start Harris, Director
Department of Science and Engineering
SturtHarris(&ctuir.arg
541-429-7437

Cc:
Teara Farrow Ferman, CTUIR-CRPP
Matt McCormick, USDOE
Jane Hedges, WA Ecology
Dennis Faulk, EPA
Russell Jim, YN
Gabe Bohnee, NPT
File

Attachments: A. Individual comments
B. July 7, 2011 Letter from Chairman Stewart

10,19'12 letter to Call Ire: C] 0UIR comments oni the 1-A Scopiig Period for Lnnd Conveyance of 4.413 acres
Page 2 of 8



ATTACHMENT: A.

The issues raised in the July 1 2011 letter are still germane. Some highlights are repeated below.

1. Treaty Rights.

The letter of July 1, 2011 requested an affirmation by USDOE of Treaty rights across all

of Hanford. The response said basically that USDOE will honor Treaty rights, but

implied that CTUIR does not actually have any. This remains a contentious issue and

CTUIR and USDOE have agreed to continue the discourse on the issue of Treaty rights.

2. Consultation.

The CTUIR still believes that "exchanges worthy of being considered'consultation' have

not yet taken place." The CTUIR still has no voice in the actual decision. It is important

for the USDOE to understand that, consultation does not mean simply informing the

CTUIR that their land will be given to private entities to develop. The NOI does not

mention of Tribes; the Asset Revitalization Initiative does not either. This point is

reiterated in several comments below.

The CTUIR requests formal predecisioal consultation when the supporting reports

(biological survey, history, etc) are done and delivered to CTUIR.

3. Land Use decisions and Reliance on the Comprehensive Land Use Plan (HCP-EIS).

CLUP Chapter 6. Page 6-1 of the CLUP says that DOE would implement "a site

planning advisory board (SPAB) consisting of representatives from DOE, the cooperating

agencies, and the affected Tribal governments." This has never been done, which

effectively excludes Tribes from the decision process. This violates the CLUP Record of

Decision and needs to occur prior to any land transfer.

Amended CLUP (HCP-EIS) ROD of 2008. The amended ROD says "In amending the

1999 ROD, DOE seeks to clarify two points: that when considering land-use proposals,

DOE will use regulatory processes in addition to the implementing procedures in chapter

6 of the HCP-EIS." This declaration effectively removed Tribes from the decision

process and eliminated the need to form a SPAB. This is a consultation and

environmental justice issue that the CTUIR requests consultation and resolution on.

GSA process v 10 CFR 770 process. The GSA process for utilizing and disposing of

Real Property is to first make such lands available to other federal agencies. Since

CTUIR is a formally-recognized affected Tribe at Hanford, this could include the BIA on

I10/l9/12 letter to Call re: CTU IR comments on the FA Scoping Period for Land Conveyance of 4,413 acres
Page 3 of 8



behalf of the affected Tribes. In contrast, the "770 process" bypasses federal agencies,

thus effectively removing Tribes from any possibility of regaining their land. Again, this

is a consultation and environmental justice issue that the CTUIR requests consultation

and resolution on.

4. Community Reuse Organizations

CROs were authorized by Congress as part of the Asset Revitalization Initiative. At

Hanford, TRIDEC was selected by DOE as the CR0. However, TRIDEC does not have

a formal relationship with CTIJIR. TRIDEC has stated that they intend to immediately

transfer the land title to the City of Richland, the Port of Benton, or to private entities for

development. CTUIR has to assume transfer of title and subsequent loss of all rights and

access. Conveyance to TRIDEC may seem like "a good investment for taxpayers," but

represents a take without compensation for Tribes and for Hanford's sNatural Resource

Trustees.

DOE Order 430.1. This order requires DOE to list any real property deemed "excess" to

be reported each year. In the case of the 4,400 acres and DOE's Asset Revitalization

Initiative, this land may not have ever been declared as "excess," which might be a

violation of DOE Order 43 0. 1. This needs to be resolved.

The technical staff of the CThIR believes that several provisions of DOE Order 430.1 arc

not being followed:

"Acquisition of real property assets greater than $5 million must be in accordance
with DOE 0 413.3, Program and Project Management for the Acquisition of
Capital Assets, dated 10- 13 -00 (reference n)."

CTUIR technical comment: The value of 4,400 Acres at local sales prices
is greater than $5M. Local prices advertised by the Port of Benton just
south of Horn Rapids Road are on the order of $50,000 per acre.

"When real property assets are identified as no longer required for current
program missions, a disposition baseline must be developed to assess and prepare
the assets for disposition."

CTUIR technical comment: Please provide a copy of the disposition
baseline for this property.

"Conveyance of the appropriate funding and budget targets along with the real
property assets being transferred."I

CTUIR technical comment: Will DOE provide money to TRIDEC to

monitor the Horn Rapids Landfill and groundwater each year?

10/19/12 letter to Call re: OTUIR commnents on the FA Scoping Period for Land Conveyance of4.413 acres
Page 4 of 8



"Excess real property assets that are appropriate for economic-development
transfer must be identified and disposed of in accordance with 10 CFR 770,
Transfer of Real Property at Defense Nuclear Facilities for Economic
Development (reference b)."

CTUIR technical comment: CTUIR requests the document that identifies
excess real property assets.

5. Cultural resources.
"CLUP Chapter 6 (Section 6.3.3) says that DOE will "implement DOE's Land- and

Facility-Use Policy (DOE 0 43 0. 1), which is to sustain cultural resources on the

Site." Furthermore, Section 6.3.6 says the policy would promote the DOE Site for

"protection of natural, historic, and cultural resources to assure continued biodiversity

and cultural values as essential elements of a recreation and tourism economy."

" The National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA) Section 1 10 requires federal agencies

to establish a preservation program for the identification, evaluation, and nomination

to the National Register of Historic Places, and the protection of historic properties.

The DOE developed the Hanford Cultural Resources Management Plan for guidance

on identification, evaluation, recordation, curation, and management of

archaeological, historic, and traditional cultural resources. This plan needs to be

followed and the CTUIR technical staff request that 100% survey of the entire 4,400

acres be conducted to identify, evaluate and nominate sites eligible to the National
Register.

" A traditional use survey of the 4,400 acres should be conducted to determine if there

are any historic properties of religious or cultural significance to Indian Tribes

(HPRCSITs) in accordance with Section 106 of the NHPA.

" There should be land covenants to protect cultural resources on lands being conveyed,
either by lease or by title. The example of the transfer of the 1 100 Area shows that

promises to develop covenants are made but not kept. Any conveyance must require

that new owners or developers manage the land consistent with the Hanford Cultural

Resources Management Plan, and this requirement needs to be detailed in any lease

or deed. In this regard, not all of the management plans identified in the CLUP have

been written, so it is premature to give land away before the management plans have

been written.
* The No Action alternative should recognize that lack of development will preserve

any cultural resources, whereas the proposed action would not. It is of the opinion of

CTUIR technical staff that whether ownership is transferred by title or development

allowed by lease, the ability of the CTUIR to manage and protect cultural resources

would be diminished or eliminated.

10/19/12 letter to Call re: CTLJI R comnments on the EA Scoping Period for Land Con veyance of 4,413 acres
Page 5 of 8



6. USDOE should be aware that CTUIR may have energy development interests in this

parcel since it has access to Richland utilities and the future natural gas pipeline. At

present, although the CTUIR Department of Economic Developemnent does not have a

competing proposal the CTULR technical staff requests that USDOE keep the door open

so the first requestor does not get first choice if other entities such as CTUIR also deserve

first consideration.

7. Environmental Justice.

Regardless of how the lands are conveyed, the CTUIR has to assume total loss of natural

and cultural resources on all 4,400 acres; thus the CTUIR bears a disproportionate burden

of the loss and none of the benefits. 4,400 acres is a significant amount of land to lose,

even if it is a small portion of the overall Hanford area. - Due to the size of the proposed

action, a FONSI is unacceptable. Further, because of the scope of the proposed action, an

EIS is more appropriate due to the precedent setting actions of this undertaking. All of

the Hanford precedents (the 1100 Area, the PNSO site, and statements by USFWS) point

toward continued loss of access and resources and denial of Treaty-reserved rights

despite repeated promises to the contrary. The No Action alternative should recognize

that lack of development will preserve any cultural and natural resources and the

potential for honoring Treaty rights, whereas the proposed action will result in complete

loss.

The PNSO precedent. As explained in previous letters (July 1, 2011; April 30, 2008),

the development of the PNSO was an example of what not to do. There was no useful

consultation, promises of xeriscaping were not kept, and the loss of natural resources on

the "PNNL campus" was not mitigated by PNSO. Land and resources were simply lost,

and PNNL intends to develop the rest of 300 South, with fur-ther loss but no mitigation or

replacement.

The 1100 Area precedent. As explained in the CTULR letter of January 20, 2009, 700

acres were transferred to the Port of Benton with the stipulation that cultural provisions

be followed as outlined in the CLUP. A MOA was developed, but DOE and the Port of

Benton did not sign it. Thus, development is occurring without cultural resource review.

The CTUIR has no reason to assume that this would be any different for the conveyance

of new land that is currently proposed by USDOE.

8. Natural resource mitigation.

Loss of 4,400 acres of habitat with natural and cultural resources must include

replacement with new land at a minimum of 1: 1 replacement. Since there are active

10/19/112 letter to Call re: CTUIR comnments on the EA Scopiiig Period for Land Conveyance of4,413 acres
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dunes with unique ecology in the area to be developed, a 3:1 ratio is more appropriate.

CTUIR requests that USDOE identify 12,000 acres that it will provide as mitigation.

9. Future uses are non-specific.

The NOL indicates that the intent is industrial development and commercial activities,

with immediate transfer. They could include industrial manufacturing with permitted

releases of hazardous and radioactive substances, fertilizers and pesticides, and large

amounts of water. USDOE cannot simply assume that irrigation will be prohibited; it

must assume agricultural quantities. Also, the Port of Benton has requirements for

ordinary irrigated landscaping. PNSO could have used xeriscaping but installed ordinary

irrigated landscaping instead.

10. Cumulative impacts.

The future portends more and more land loss, more and more irrigation water, and

impacts on Siemnens/Areva plume (TCE) and various 300 Area sources and plumes. The

Richland dump and the firing range are upgradient, and the Horn Rapids landfill is in the

area to be studied.

11. Environmental survey.

CTUIRIDOSE would like to propose developing a plan to conduct a botanical survey of

the area. Please contact Stuart Harris to discuss this activity, or provide a contact with

the entity that is performing the EA.

10119/12 letter to Call re: CTUIR comments on the EA Scoping Period for Land Conveyance of4,413 acres
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Attachment B.

July 1, 201 1 CTUIR Letter to Matt McCormick,
DOE re: Hanford Land Transfers

10/1 9/12 leter to Call re: CTUIR commnents on the FA Scoping Period for Land Conveyance of 4.4 3 acre
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Con tederatedI' 'tibcs'l,0L 46-1 ilwll W(iy

Umlratilfi Iniahn Reservation Piltn R98

Boalrdl ot rustccs I'lmnviv 1' 276-3165 1 is; 5.11 -276 31195

July 1, 2011

Mr. Maut McCormick, Manager
Richland Operations Ollict;
U S lDeparlit of iI lergy

Richland, WA 99352

Su~bject: proposed I [,anford 1j.aad lrausl'rs

IDcar Mr. McCormick,

Tis letter COOsOWitu a forma1tl ohliection it) thle Inanslcr or- lease ol any land thati. al lects thle

ability ()['tthe ('It IIR it) exercise trecaty-reserved rights throughout tile Department ol'i Buergy

(USI ) N ) I Ianllord Site or that results inI loss or degradationl of habitat or, diminution of iattural

resOU~lels aid ecosystems. Recenitly we have become aware that I1,341 acres ol land located ealst

O'li tH AMMER fiacility have heeni requested for, tratisler and we anticipate imure requests ill thle

fltUre. Attached to (his letter is technical analysis of'thec issues that need to be resolved prior to

anly I turtle tr-ansler ol' U SD1)01 lanlds.

T[he ('onlederated 'Tribes of the tUmatilla Indian Reservation (C'lIJIR) have a vital interest inl the

current and fluture condition of' I larnfotrd, tile I Lanford Reach, and I Ianlford-nilleeted lands and

resources. I ndiaii peoples have continuously occupied this region For at( least 1 2,000) years.

When non-Native Americans arrivedI in thle I lanfobrd areat during the eairly I 800Os, Native

Americans were living inl large villages along thie Columbia River, including rrom the mouth tit

the Yakimia River to Priest Rapids. Ancestral ("lIJlR tisheries, village sites, cemeterics,

traditional uIse areas, and sacred sites are locate( hroughout thle I lanflord Site. Manly but not all

ol' these iortant cultural resources have been identfied and recorded ats areceologicalt sites,

triaditionl lt ralI prToperIties, and Cultural lanldscapes. More sites containing cultural resoures

are being dliscovered as the I lanflord Site is inventoried and /surveyed.

The tJSl 0l " I antlird site wits developed anl land ceded by (lhe (2' lt under the 1855 'Treaty

with the U. nited States. Indian peoples were living onl I laolIord wheni the site wats created inl

1941 'The (YlUIR have triaty-reserved rights to huntVI, fish, gather, and use lands and resources

throughout and across thle lands that aire now IHanford. Inl additionl,C("U IR lias beenl recognized

as a trustee of natural, resources (air, soil, groundwater, surfle -water, anld biota) throughout

I larlbrcl and its alffeted lands and watters since the establishment of (thc Natural Resource

TIrustee C'ouncil inl 199 1, including thle area requested by local civic entities,

[HeC I hlnford hlnd ruLsh Wats anticipated aind is coming to pass, so it is time for 1lSI)Ol to decide

how to implementil true. consultation anid to engage ("IllIR onl thle real cndmte~ and fulture of'

I lanf'ord. The ("IIIR takes its responsibility to care tam' thle Creator's resources very seriously



Ll C etter to Mvltu McCormick, I epartnient of linergy
Re: H anford I and Tr~ansferis
July 1, 2011I
Page 2 ol'2

and the I Ian 1lrd site Contains sonlic ol the resources tht arc most precciots 1% th ie people of the
("11 ilR. TheC na1tUral 1l1W is a covenlant that Conveys not only ights to use first lbotis, but also
responsibilities to imainage anld care blr the. liTe relattioni between CTUl R and liaitural resources
is one of reciprocity. Tlhe CTIR1 has already sacrillieed thie hecalth of its traditional homelands
immueasurably so 1tat tile I Illord site could exist iund contribute to thec security of' our nation as. a
whole. Thie ('II JIl would appreciate it if' U SIM) would recognize thie (YUIR's rightls, as well
as its sacrifices, anld afford tile C( I IR (the opportunity to have at robuIst and niuanedc role inl
resource sfcwardslu p acronss and throughout I tan l'ird.

The C(it is prepaxring to stepl inf~o a role as at bug-eril stewvard of, thle lands and resources at
I laallord, but we need to receive intivnmalio directly from n I SDI)(, not just fromn newspaper
articles. We look forward to it Frank dialogue with U SDO)I abotA thle Ititure ollafd.Please
Contact Stuart I larris. D ireetor of the C tUIlk lepurtnient of Sciecec and Engineering if yout hav'e
ally ques. ioflls regarinug this letter.

Sicerely.

I L Stewvart, Interim (Chair
Iloard o fl-hustes

F liclosurc: CTUlIR T.echnical Analysis of I )partment of E~nergy L and Transfers

CC: Seniator Patty Murray. Washington State
Senator Maria C. antwellI. Washington State
Ctongressmanl Richard ,lDoc, I lastings
(]overnior ChrIIistine ( ;egoire, Washingtoll
D r. Ilnes 'lriay, L 151 ( )l
Jill Conrald, IJSIM)I
Secretary Ken Salazar. I )cpurlltnwentl ofthe Interior
Stmnley Speaks, Portland Area Offlie, lIA
Jerry ILatter, tUnatillo Agencey. BIlA
L arry lVcho I lawvk. Assistant Secretary Interior, lIlA
Stuart I larris. CTI. IR D.Iepartmwent of' Science and inglileeriaig
I ric Quaciepts, ('T.UI Departmecnt of'Natural Resources
'Icara hirrow Fernmn Cit. Il Cultural Resources Protection P~rograml
Gjabriel lline. Ncz Peree Tribe 1;RWM
Russell i a Yakzwma Natiol I R/W M
Janle IHedges, WA F~cology
Rob Whitlail Washington I AI IP
Ikllik Fiulk. I ISI A

t'realy jin,185 ali.La1iis1uf ui uti tiw



(7'ir Ieamincm %nm~ysis or D~epa~rtment of tliei'gy L andl TIiiiisrcr.s
Alily 1, 011

The~ issues listed belIOW Must he 'eSOlved prior to ally I .urthLr Conisider'ationi olftranslicr oh'itle.

Icelsc. or nI Ilagenierlt of' I I'lifnld lands lioni(tie D epartment (if' lnei'gy (I.SI )()I;).

I. Treaty righits

Alhe ('11 JIR retain osti'ruciory T'i'eay-reserved rights throughout I lanl11ord. ilichidiiig
the area apparently requested 1,6r transfer. irenty rights do not Cade wvith time. and
have nlot been extinguished. 'The importance ol' the I hin f1ord area to thle tribal nations
Was Codiflied ill tile treaties signed inl 18.5.5 between thle k'edcral governmenlt anld tlie
tribal nations. The Cn1yuse. Walla Walla, and 1,aJila ITribtes reserved thle rights of
access and use of'lands and reSOUrces inl the I lanflbrd areo 112 Stats. 9451 to catch and
cali fish, erct temiporar'y buildings f'or curing lish, hunt and consume gamec birds and

ainimals. gather and Consume plants, ci igage ill Vision quests. participlate inl sweat lodge
Ceienlitlies, wic, liilt5 for medicinal anld CIultunitl pt1) es LI'lOCVisit 11nd n11intiin burial
sites, pasture' livestock. and participate inl other traditional uses of'the cnvironment anld
landscape.

I 151 )( ) has repeatedly assulred us 11h1t initial resumipt ion of' gathering niative plants
wouIIld be ocelurring as "unlrestricted stirfa1ce Else" within a year or Iwo. *lheref're, thle
("l1JI R are beginning restoration and stewardsh-iip projects at I1 lan ford ill order ito
Support1-1 and enhance thle es'ereise of-eaty-reserved rights. Sonic of' this work is

pr'obably within the areat requested by local private entities.

The (7T 11R 1'C.quevis a/iri'inw An I NOW)0l il hlhino Tre.c iigils acrass all (4

2. Cominntittiun

'Vhcearel several feder'al and I JSI OIF documlenits (the 1151OE Indianl Policy, 151 )OlF
Order 1414. 1. Implementation Framework, Fxecutive Order 13175) that reqluir

governient-o-govrii on s~l~ tati on whent ilederal actions mlay a f'fect In1dianl
'Tribes, or their lands6. rights, health, or- resources. (Clearly this~ is tile case with any
l hulif'rd hand decisions, Whether this is trn ro ingnetF'unctions. leasig. or
traiisfer, ii'ti. Thlis is particularly tue il'title is transfierred ouit of federal hands.
whichl I 151 DO). as '11 agent ofl' thle federal governmnt, hias repeatedly assured uts will
niever happenl to ally landI(sma I lan1filrd. '[he C(it hoples (t( thlese Were nut) mlerely
words of' conivenliece.

Thie entire procs of establishinig tlie "rule of' Icw- means that all parties, including thle
dominantil onie, Should not make vacuious p~roises it suispects it won't keep), maide by
people who dot not have thle authority to establish promises and verbal contracts.
E xchanges worthy of' being called "consultation" have not yet taken place.
Consulta, tiomi Within thle Context of' tile rule of' law refers to a cooperative strategy
developed between equals5 ill ai respect full and timely mlatiner, it is nlot just a mleanls to

conitiua~t ion of oe party's doninianee over thle ot heir. Consultation is at Collabor'ativye

TIret"~y jullit' 9, 1855 - (iiyluwi, tiun1milla anut WONl~ WS1ilii TI'ibem
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decision process betwii people whio have (lecision-iuaking authority. Consuiltation
does not hap pen whenIt loll-authoritics ir1oi I JSDI "I simply provide filoriationl
according to) their understanding of decisioii-nakers' current thinking. lit effiet. thiese
iton-autliorities are ollen saying that. "i' inothing chainges. onec outcome Imight he ais we
tire p~resentinlg, or "tiis is what ',ve itiitcid ti o Iif leverything Calls into place, II'it

remains conventient und inl our best interest, ifecircunisiunces do not change, and/or if

we do0 not chainge our mlind." Indeed, this is onle of, theC hInt lessons oftdiplomacy.

No cosultation tims occurred regarding land trunsfler, und no communication has.

occurred i-oii I JSi )0Oli about Lily to61mmtl request lorn 1 311 neres (editorial inl the Tr-

(:iiy I herald. luite 7, 2011 , refecrence is it) a1 frinial request ill "recent weeks"), We
have only read about it inl the local newspaper, yet aippatrently U SIXVl started tile

clock onl a 90) day review period at til unspecilied poinit recently. We expect at true
conlsultationl pro em to beginl long befobre anly decision is made. Inlbon-11ing thie B~oard
ol Irusices a1f0- at LIL'iSiOn has Ibeenl made is clearly not conusultation.

Inl Ibrinutionl brie lIngs to thie CTIJ lit Board a l-rustees about I JSIO" -()W201 5
Vision' dot not( constitute conlsultti on, .SDJl~lt.ha not asked if their visionl is

acceptable. IJSI)()l 's own risk assessments (Rtiver Corridor IBasel ine Risk
Assessinen, Drai1 Tlank (,insitre &Wnste Management FIS) indicate that significant
contaiumi nationl will colntinlie to make many olf the resources unusabl,te p)otmtiially
tbrmvr. D ialogue Ims niot occurred. just onte-way presentatijons.

71w (711111 reqexi qina/ian i/iat IMl)Ol will imnplement is lad/an Po/ic)y and

/1i/ifllt -11w wulicaiion prc'xin morc' M/an axp~fiIuai

3. G;SA Pimocems

DO))l is reqjuirud to off~er excess lands to other flederal agencies (including IMA). This
meanlls that1 tie , 1TJ1 It should get a Ilirsi right of refusaul if 'lands aire deemed to be not
longer needed. IJSlOF~ has previously refused at raluest. lroni the (IUIR ito establish
a helcd Station fior botanliial and restoration research till lanlhrd onl the same parcel that
is now inl question. It would be improper and even discriminatory to give land to at
private enitity insteald.

I lie C 'I 11lR 1-ecJeXvis coftmfl/( ni /lift/ IISlX)I it'll Ill/au' tile (X,J process find a/Aw
l.).y X exes landxv i/irm.xft' qff it/ otr 11an4'r of Obiiuienwinl or1 /efic'x (11-

C(gknsidt'red

4. (nltmun i-csotire ircview

I )O)l is required to comply with lte National Hlistoric Preser-vation Act (NI IP'A). Ili
1 998, t ISI)Ol trmnsferred thle I1100 area to the Port oftI lenton. 'Ihei August 1999
lFnviroomental Assessment (lEA) developed for this transfecr requtired fltt at
Memnoandum of* Agreement (M( )A) would be developed betweeni U S I Ot and the
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Washington State It isturic Pr-cervalion Ofli1ce that "provides it pll6 (lite

preser-vitionl and enhlaneoict of cultural and historic resources within the I latilord
district," V A. page 5-1 IX1)I l d Washington State have not entered into this
M( )A. The I Iantiwd Cultural Resources Management Plani states that thle II 100 Area

transferred wililihe "mlanlagedl by tile Poil of Henuton according W (tie NI WIA
requiremients followinig thle land ownership tranisli~r. I ICRMP1. page 3-31). The lands

ol'BIntitn agreed it) jointly execute I with I ISI F1 ia I Mol)l I~ with thle Washington
Office of A rchaeglogv anid I lisorie Preservatfion that will address cultural resourice
issues With (lie Real Properly and Rail road.'' Indentiure, page 1 0. 'This Ml( ) I wvas

Uless and (Intil the I15 )01I inishecs their obligations to comply with thle NI ll'A libr

thle I 100) Area traiisIer to thie Port of I lentoii. this transfer is incomplete and inl
violation of the NI I PA. Attached atre two letters sent by thle ("I JIR Cultural
Resources Protectionl Program regnt-liig thie prob~lems of hIlI 100) Area 1 rallskr.

''l C'il /H? rmfesixl /he I N W f)0A loth Irougth ii thir im'fI)~itments t) comp/)I3

idth/ tile \AIII'/Ifir the I1101,'Irea iraii,.vifr' iI P'on of 11cmoll inclifing til 1104'l to

pr'oide protect ion qf thovc lands. F~urther itaill the Port q/lknrt agrees to inalilage

file I/iM) "frea lands c'onsistent i ih the N1111, nto mditifonal lands shudl he
tri,'ak/c,'ed to l1 iIt .

5. Iriusteesli Iip Standing

(2'UIR is oneC Ot'Cte'1RuStecS of Imil'ord ntatural resourcs, along with two itatem, two
otlher tribes, aid thle US government. All are co-equal. Natural resource trustees
have a nion-discretionary legal responsibility to imake thle public Whole f'or Injury to
witural resources. through restoration ohntural resources and lte eological and
hiiluan Services they provide. TIhe natural r'esource damage assessment and
restoration (N RI AR) proees is ongoing [it I lanilord, and includes thle airea inl
question. I 151)( )l' does not have deci!sion-mak ing authority within the NRi A

process. thle Natural Resource 'Trustee Council Its at whole does. t e llucanot
untdertatke til action that could destroy thle v'ery natural resources that are being
evaluate(I until thle N RIDAR process is much l'urther along.

Tile I Ian1flrd nuiclear reservation natural resources include one oft' th last. contiguous
desert shrub steppec habitats within thie C olumbia Plateau, long stretches of iparian
an1d aqLMuai resources, and unique landscesadiulrsocs.[eIIntr ie
sup~pots a diverse ecosystem that nurtures a wide range of insect, plant4 and animal,
SteCiCS. lmny of *which1 arc CUlturally signi licant. T[he site is botanically and
biologically diverse. containing several hundred species of plants, including
threatened andl endangered plants and invertebrates not known to be kiund nywhere
else, and many species important ito (YI'IR as Fir'st [oods or cultural keystone
species.

'Treaity Junew 9, 185. - (iaymei, tJhilatiIII it WS1mII1 w/a~lI:a'TtiICN
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The ( '17JR reminds IIXIOE tit it musi/uillitUs triixieexip j'ibligaflonix lring, aism
resp/oome to hi eqntL'Ifir- ptropeniv ('1(111 i/st 1'(!fiilds IASI)OE ilt f ere are o~hL'r

nemira/ i-esourgce Inifec v uiIme resxponsibities mid ohliguaiin niigul alson be iphie h:
11SIJ1)Ol 'should notl 1(1kt tltaimis dial Crqicl ith otherInsfelIeC'X itsvciriiciila

6. N IAIA aund lte Requniremenut for Rephaitetcii

CTI R re, inds 1151 OF that (tie NEIPA process cinnot suipersedle treaty rights or
natural resource trusteeship. The C omiprehensive L and Ulse Plan (CH .111) FIS is not
thle "law or, tile lnd, treaties are. The (YT IJIR has long disagreed wvith tile CIA. III's

Iprefwere alternative, and lite I JSE-PA does not use it as a decision documentil ill thie
cleanlup process. Merely having at (1 Au' does not allow I JSI)01 to give itself the
right to ignore other ARARs such as treaties and Irtisteeship.,

Additionally, tile C1,0I1 was poorly donle and did not properly evaluate the
ell Viflitiltl ConseUquecesCC Cumiulattive impacts, or cenvirollnental juistice. For

examnple. tile CLU EJ' IS Concluded that even though at huge borrowv area was

proposedt withinl a Traditional Cultural Property at I ltnllrd. there would he no
dispioportionlate imupact to tribes, which is ludicrous. We would rerer USIX)E to lte
diaflt Creater Than (lass C EAS (('iCC) and the tribal narratives that explain how~
egiiiiental Conisequenes 11Ceed to be evalu1ated. The lleXt ;tepl ill the ( ilCC
process will hie to actually re-do thie analyses incorporating tribil mrethods flhr
inclusion inl thle fintil FIS. In flac, the (I'IU R believes that lbal methodology would
mtake it significant diffe-rnce inl the outcome oh the ('LAJP F"IS. and thu~S is a ground
I'm re-opening thle (LUJI HIS.

Although not it lease or transfier of* land out of* ilderall ownership. lands Onl the SE:
boundary of the llagilord Site were transfierred from I.JSIXO-RI . to U S)OV-INS()
and set a bad precedent Iiir toss of habiltt, over thie objections oftheli Natural Resource
Trustee Council. IJSl)Oh-* ignored thle requirement to replace or mitigate lost habitat.
ignored natural resource concernis, ignored thie biological survey perlorilledl by tile
('1131R, hioke its promise to xeriscape [lhe facility, and generally steairlolked over
(YlUIR and thle other trustees. I iSDOF claimed thint tile NFEPA document that it
wvrote fi] itsell' allowed this to occur. essentially granting itself a waiver from
environmental protection goals.

TIhe (211 IR believes that at Full EIS is required fo~r thle parcel now inl question, as, wvell

ats Ilbr thle larger area that is or wvill be req1uestedt by local entities. The importance or
thle natural and cultural resources, as well as thle adverse and disproportionate impacts
it) (' t'lOR and tlie other tribes. mcanis that anl EA will niot he sutifcient. Previous
.41111ll parcels inl the samei area (I AMMYER und NUTI-V.~) proceeded with no
mitigation and no Consultation; in Cuet thle NEPTA docunmentation may not exist at all.

Iwiikly Jtane.C 9, 1855 - (aIyuse, thilattilit mug Wailla W111111 Tribes~
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'7he (P/ "llrequeSlx aid/ Thunxfr ,3'S he donhe, inevi-porinIJ rihai nurrail'c'x and

1fxifig, i1,ll'e,1 Inwilhod lo evalumae coInsxequeflexTh (711w 'iUR~fiihe lequesx ta Mhe

('h/P be re-opened, ihix I lime using tribal methu~il and ca,,xide'ring Iribl~c uses and

1IN((.Shl), 4111dl L'dIi/0'Iig iiftw'e n//lit llciind conaninaf inn,

7. Samupling and elanteterization

TIhere is t least one h/&waldouis waste land fill withil (lhe apparent Ilnd request arca.

tile I lorn Rapids hldili (operable tin it I I 0010- I),

* A spill or dlump oif his(2-ethiyllhxyl)phlthlte resulted ill sivil concentrations
up to 25,1000 mg/kg. Thle L andfill wits used fiw. disposal of' oilice and
co lst ruct ionl waste, sets ewg lde and fly ash. Asbestos-confatuni g
deCIhrs waN Ibhund thrlOuighout thle hi .and ill, ats well I s a localiz'ed arlell of .soil
contamninated with 11CIls up to 100 ing-&/k.
0 (ounidwater. ill tile vicinlity of' the L andfill wats thund to hie contlainlated Withi
trichioroethenue and nitrate above MCI .. Tfhe source is unclear. A
gr'oundwater monitoring programl wvil IContinue until conitainlanlt levels
allowed for unlimited use and unrestricted exposure,
T Uie I lndf ill wats closed ats anl Asbestos I andfill inl accordance Withi thle
A~sbestos NV.Si IA)' (40) CFR 61.15 1) to prevent exp~osutre to asbiestos-
coniilg dusts,

*institutional controls (ICs) were imiplemiented for tthe La.ndfill and tile
grounldwilter. I JSl)Ol Controlled access and use of'thec site for' tile (Itil1atiOll 01f
thie cleanlup. including enforcement of' restrictionls onl tile drilling of' new
grounidwater wells inl the plume or its path until the Remedial Action
Objectives were attained. Ini iadition, tiSl)( ) recorded it deed notation.

The Record oW, Decision Imr this OU requires that1
'1)01; will provide notice to FfPA andFEcqof~iy,#flqjs~ sionthi sprir -0 OI(aly

trasfe3 ajip~~oue o te I.Lndfllppty sotht l'PA and 'Ecoto y call be

involved in discussions% to enisure that atppr'opriate provisionis 11re i neluLded inl thle
transfer ltills orl Conveyance docmtsllt ito mnlilotainl elffective ijisti tttiouaIl
controls. For examlple. if'lthe lanldfill is tranisferred to a private entity, onle suchl
mchanism may be 'a resirictive covenlant under thie Washington U~ni form
F~ivirotimuentaI Covenant Act. II' it is not possible fin' USI)E to notif'y FP1A and

.'ooY a.t least six moniths priritlay tranisiei' or sale, then the USI)OEwl

notif'y I PA and Ecology ast, soon as possible but no later than 60) days prior to llhe
trans'em' or sale of' any property sulbject to institutional controls. Ill addition to the
land transfer notice and discussion provisions above. thle USDI )l1t1nther agreces to
provide EPA and Ecology with similar notice, within thle same time t'mames. as toi

ilederal-to-t'ederat transfier of' property. UJSI )OlI- shall prov'ide at copy of excuted
deed ort tranisfer aissembly to HPA', and Ecology.-
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Tlo t le best of, our. knowledge. note of4)1 thle above hats occu rred. Ii' the transicr
proceeds, thie C(L JR R needs to be a party toI the discussions.

The I born Rapids landlill is the subject of a NRTC tolling agreement. TIhe NR'fC has1
evaluiated thle Colltailination I md potential lbr contami nation of biological resources t
file hoid liii. The landill has Collt4111in ated the groundwater. 'lhere is 11 possibility of'
Vapor intrusion into buildings ii thiey aire bltit Iishort, there oire coitcernis abhout
contamination and risk at tlie landfll, and What wouldI happen it developmical Were
proposed oil top) ol'the l-andll..

TPhe C711lR needs it) he included ill file devli9n/fhewI (J/NUJJinJUg plansx, SUI'CYS, (Old

issi onseXIJJ.

8. Survey ill' botanlical aulI other enivirnimental resilmmc

The (YI'LIR Will starn botanical surveys ill the arell being requested. C urrently tlie
C~tUIIR is doing this in thle actjaeent parcel that is earlier in thle sequence oif' I anfo~rd
segments where 1M)I-Isays Wvork is or will he completed.

9. Uhtilities to sipildr mailjor neIw del~Copmenit

The ('tJI R does not believe (filt water-intensive development (including inidustrial
Ilse as well as% landscaping) is possible inl this area. Whether niew wells would he
dtrilled or Watter purchased from the city of'Richiand, water use is a gro wing conlcrn.

Ilectric powver is also a concern, since fihe output of Envergy Northwest is already
allocated and the friture vitrification phat will naeed vast amomnts of hew power that
are not presently available.

Statements have hieta made locally that C:ascade Natural Uas will bv tunneling under
thie Columbia River and aceross I Ianird to tile 201) Area where thie vitri lication plant
is being built. We have never heard any mention of a NEIiA process. Again, rumors
are swirling around, Withi little hard ficts and no tisellul inilorination coming fr1oil
U SI)OH. While som le of t'Ihis is proba Miy procu rement -senisiti ve or business-sensiti ve.
more fran11k discussion is needed.

1 0. T1IsUste plinICipleS 111ud EM101tates

The importnce of'I lai4lord and its resources to thle heritage an1d sovereignty ol' the
(lIJIR leads to thle (1L JIR Cildstate vision flor IHanford (including lte I Imnlbrd Reach
National Monument) ats an intact site that is (CLEAN, RESTOREDI, PROTEl CTED 1,
and A('CESSllBl .. Ini order to cfhxctuate this vision, thle CI'UIR also has a
CAAITY-building goal so that future generations of tribal scientists have file
proper' training to become long-term stewards oft I lanhiard and its natural and cultural
resource%,.

'Inty J1111 9, t85.5 - Caylme, UJ1aifilan~ ,,d W.11t14 WaI&aTribes
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One of'the endistate prineipics i(ICntiI ied by lii II and ilier trustees4 i. that new

devetupmncint should occur oil previously-distui'hed areas, not on undeveloped land.

In conicordancme with IJSIIA's principle onl rouse or lirownfields is energy parks, flhe

(IiJIR Would lie 11uelh more ameonable to discussing thle NrjI. 300 Areat (east or

'.t evIm IBlvd.) ats it iII iell more suIICitabl ra ot redevelopmniit. Iftlnid is not oim

hullge browillield only thle sniall 300 Area is, [he only other industrial area at
I hinfird ii within thle 200 Area, its I JSI)(Ol has stated onl innumer'able occas4on.
'urns, industrial development ekeCwerC oil tile I hm11111rd site Should be precluded.

TIhe ("II hR is als8o mloviing tnword an increased role its -i supplier ol'greeti energy to
I. SI)Ol. JSI)OF is not takintg this seriously. despite mamdates 11roni U SI ) )

J'iu (7'UII relquests (f more ,'etaond discussxion qf/enermgy parkxv and/or jndhuyuipd

iltevuiem u jflWC/kfX Q/rd1,epielvable c'iwi'g. (ad how I IX)OE L'Ofl apmc

/uitie land1( w~e wituit 'twi harmning i,'ibaI uAss and j'esour'ex. VTe C '7UlR des

not1ele1 II 1ha ifI hIs ocuniecl tiring deehie/nt qI,/tlw C lIPI IS.

rtrI4y jone 9, 1155 - cayuuue, uitt lha tout N /EIIJ wantal~ rm,



Leo Bowman Board of County Commissioners David Sparks

District 1 Cut diitao

Shont Small BENTON COUNTY Cut diitao

District 2 Loretta Smith Kelty

James Beaver Deputy County Administrator

District 3

30 October 2012

Paula Call, NEPA Document Manager
United States Department of Energy - Richland Operations Office
Post Office Box 550 - MSIN A2-1S
Richland, Washington 99352

Re: Proposed Conveyance of Land at the Hanford Site - Environment Assessment

Dear Ms. Call,

Benton County is aware that the Department of Energy (DOE) has recently concluded a
preliminary scoping period as part of National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) requirements
related to lands transfer proposal that Benton County is a party to. We would like to reaffirm
our support for that process and offer some additional thoughts.

Benton County is a part of the team that also includes our partners from the City of Richland and
Port, of Benton, and is led by our designated "community reuse organization" - the Tni-City
Development Council (TRIDEC). We are requesting the transfer of 1,641 acres of the Hanford
Site out of DOE ownership for purposes of private sector development. These would likely be
large-scale research or industrial uses, such as an "energy park", for example.

Benton County was a cooperating agency with DOE in the development of the Comprehensive
Land Use Plan (CLUP) during the 1990s, That landmark collaborative venture identified the
southeastern corner of the Hanford Site as the most suitable location for future research and
industrial development. We believe it is time for the community to start bringing these plans to
fruition as our region migrates away from a dependence on Cold War era Hanford missions. The
community's transfer request now under consideration represents less than 3% of the land
identified in the CLUP for future industrial development.

Such land transfers are not without precedent at Hanford. The community has a long history of
putting land transferred out of DOE ownership to productive use. Since the 1960s,
approximately 10,000 acres of former Hanford Site properties have been transferred to the City
and the Port, who have collectively invested more than $20 million in infrastructure. These
transfers and subsequent improvements have created value-added assets that have been key in
attracting large private sector operations that provide high quality jobs and become important
economic and social pillars in the community.

P.O. Box 1 90, Prosser, WA 99350-0190; Phone (509) 786-5600 or (509) 736-3080, Fax (509) 786-5625
commissioners@co.benton.wa. us



We understand the NEPA process and the steps that you are taking to complete the
Environmental Assessment at this time. We realize that the process has many steps and takes
time. We appreciate the resources committed by DOE to undertake this project and our
opportunity to participate in the process. We are aware that you have been working with the
County's Sustainable Development Coordinator, Adam J. Fyall, and he will continue to serve as
our point of contact on the project. Thank you again.

Sincerely,

BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS

Jim Beaver, Chairman

cc: City of Richland
Port of Benton
Tni-City Development Council

RECEIVED
NOV 0 2 2012

DOE-R LCC



RICHLAND CITY COUNCIL, MS-04
Telephone: (509) 942-7381

Fax (509) 942-7379

~icwanaP.O. Box 190 Richland, WA 99352
wwwc.richandwaus

October 10, 2012

Ms. Paula Call, NEPA Document Manager
US Department of Energy-Richland Operations Office
P.O. Box 550, MSIN: A2 -15
Richland, WA 99352

Dear Ms. Call:

More than any other City, Richland is directly impacted by decisions about the use of
the Hanford site. As stated in my May 11, 2011 letter to Matthew McCormick, the City of
Richland and our other community partners (Port of Benton, and Benton County)
strongly supports the request to transfer 1,641 acres at the South end of the Hanford
Site to our Community Reuse Organization (CR0). The Tni-City Development Council
(TRIDEC) intends to use this land for the establishment of an energy and industrial park
which will help to create replacement jobs for those lost as DOE's cleanup mission is
completed. The City is pleased to see the Department of Energy proceeding with an
environmental assessment (EA) to evaluate any potential effects of this action. The City
of Richland believes the proposed scope of the EA is appropriate and further wishes to
enter the following comments into the record:

" DOE - Richland's Comprehensive Land Use Plan (CLUP) for the Hanford site
designates less than 10% of the Hanford site for industrial development. The
community's transfer request represents less than 3% of the land identified in the
CLUP for future industrial development.

" The land requested is either zoned industrial use within the City of Richland's
Urban Growth Area or included in Benton County's Land Use Plan. The property
is highly accessible and adjacent to water, sewer and electrical infrastructure.

" The community has a long history of putting land transferred from DOE to
productive use. Since the mid- 1960's, approximately 10,000 acres of former
Hanford land have been transferred in several parcels to the City of Richland or
the Port of Benton. These two entities have invested more than $20,000,000 in
infrastructure and improvements. The economic benefits of these transfers are
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" easily identified when you look at the companies that have been attracted to
these transferred lands: Battelle/PNNL, AREVA, PermaFix, ATI Ailvac Special
Metals, Energy Northwest and many other excellent companies are located on
this land.

" TRIDEC and the Mid-Columbia Energy Initiative (MOEI) have marketing plans
and materials underway to market this property to new industry - green
industry. MOEI is working closely with the Washington Clean Energy Leadership
Council, and other state and regional energy committees to provide the
opportunity for an Energy Park at Hanford.

" The land is needed to attract large employers who have the ability to invest
millions and perhaps billions of dollars in new facilities. This private investment
will however only happen if the property can be purchased when they are ready
to move. They are not interested in leased land and will not wait a year or more
to get the OK to proceed.

Thank you for this opportunity to participate in this public process. The proposed
transfer is very important to the economic stability of this community. Please add the
City of Richland to your contact list and keep us informed as the process proceeds.
Also, Richland would be happy to provide any City data that may be helpful in
completing your studies. Richland's Business and Economic Development Manager,
Gary Ballew (aballew@ci~richland.wa.us - 509.942.7763) will serve as our point of
contact for this project.

Sincerely

hn Fox
ayor

cc Richland City Council
Cindy Johnson, City Manager
Robert Hammond, Energy Services Director
William King, Deputy City Manager Community and Development Services
Gary Ballew, Economic Development Manager
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October 19, 2012

U.S. Department of Energy
Richland Operations Office
c/o Paula Call, NEPA Document Manager
P.O. Box 550, MS1N: A2-15
Richland, WA 99352

Submitted Via Email to: landconveyanceEA@rl.gov

RE: NEPA Scoping Comments on DOE's Proposed Land Conveyance at Hanford

U.S. Department of Energy:

Columbia Riverkeeper (Riverkeeper) submits these comments regarding the U.S.

Department of Energy's (DOE) proposal to convey roughly 1,641 acres of the Hanford Site to

the Tni-City Development Council (TRIDEC) for future development. See DOE Notice of Intent

to Prepare an EAfor Hanford Land Disposal (hereinafter "DOE Notice"), 77 Fed. Reg. 58,112

(Sept. 19, 2012). TRIDEC plans to develop and site a nuclear power plant and/or nuclear fuel

generation operations at site. In turn, the scope of DOE's National Environmental Policy Act

(NEPA) analysis for the land conveyance must include the effects of TRIDEC' s planned new

nuclear development.

Riverkeeper is deeply invested in clean water, strong salmon runs, and healthy

communities. Our organization represents over 3,000 members in Oregon and Washington and

regularly comments on decisions impacting Hanford and the Columbia River. Beyond the

scoping process, Riverkeeper opposes the proposed land conveyance because of the

environmental impacts that would result, and because the conveyance is essentially a give-away

of public land to private corporations. Hanford is the focus of intense, publicly-funded clean-up

efforts that will continue for the foreseeable future. Conveying these lands to private industry for

less than fair market value is not in the public interest.



More broadly, Riverkeeper supports a 'clean-up first' approach at Hanford to protect the

Columbia River and the economic and ecological health of downstream communities. Hanford

is widely recognized as the most contaminated site in the Western Hemisphere, and radioactive

pollution is actively leaching into the Columbia River. Cleaning up Hanford's radioactive legacy

is a monumental task, and only about one-third complete. Until the entire Hanford Site is clean

and safe, DOE should not engage in side-projects that detract from DOE's conservation and

restoration mandate.

I. DOE's proposed land conveyance could lead to new nuclear development.

TRIDEC intends to attract and site a nuclear power plant and/or nuclear fuel generation

facilities on the land that DOE would convey. TRIDEC's request that DOE convey 1,641 acres

at the Hanford Site pursuant to 10 C.F.R. § 770 (hereinafter the "Proposal" or "TRIDEC's

Proposal") explains that TRIDEC would develop an "Energy Park"' on the land. Proposal at 5.

While the Proposal is somewhat vague, TRIDEC is actively recruiting at least one nuclear

facility for the Energy Park. TRIDEC is courting ARE VA Corporation to construct a "$2.5

billion gas centrifuge plant" in the Energy Park. Proposal at 6. As DOE is almost certainly

aware, a 'gas centrifuge plant' is a Uranium enrichment facility-meaning that ARE VA would

be refining and generating new nuclear material. TRIDEC also claims to be recruiting "a foreign

clean energy manufacturer" for the Energy Park. Proposal at 6. Riverkeeper is concerned that

"4clean energy manufacturer" means 'nuclear power plant;' especially because TRIDEC's

Proposal differentiates between "clean energy" and "renewable energy" such as solar and bio-

fuels. See Proposal at 6. Though the Proposal could be more explicit, it demonstrates

TRIDEC's intent to locate nuclear enrichment and/or nuclear power generation facilities on the

land DOE would convey.

Even if TRIDEC's plans for new nuclear development were uncertain, NEPA compels

DOE find out exactly how TRIDEC would use the conveyed land. The Ninth Circuit long ago

explained that NEPA imposes "an affirmative duty" on a federal agency disposing of land "to

receive assurances of the plans of the private developer prior to the [conveyance]." Natl' Forest

1See also http://tridec.org/energy initiative/energyjpark/, TRIDEC's web page discussing plans for an energy park
at Hanford.

Columbia Riverkeeper Comments on Hanford Land Disposal NEPA Scoping
October 19, 2012
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Preservation Group v. Butz, 485 F.2d 408, 412 (9th Cir. 1973). In short, "ignorance" by a

federal agency of "the plans the private party may have for the land" will not excuse NEPA

compliance. Id. Thus, if DOE feels that TRIDEC's Proposal does not explain whether the land

at issue would be used for new nuclear development, DOE has an affirmative duty to seek

clarification and assurances from TRIDEC.

Additionally, 10 C.F.R. § 770.7(a)(1)(ii), which governs DOE land transfers, requires

TRIDEC to explain the "intended use" of the real property to be transferred. TRIDEC's

explanation of how the land would be used is unacceptably vague, and states only that the use

would be "industrial." Proposal at 4, 5. To comply with 10 C.F.R. § 770.7(a)(1)(ii), DOE must

seek further information on how TRIDEC and/or its partners would use the land.

IL. DOE must analyze the environmental impacts of new nuclear facilities and

other industrial development.

As DOE acknowledges, any NEPA analysis of the proposed land conveyance must

discuss the environmental effects of "the probable future uses of [the] lands. . . ." DOE Notice,

77 Fed. Reg. 58,112. When a federal agency conveys land to a private party, the Environmental

Assessment (EA) or Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for that action must analyze the

environmental impacts of any resulting private development on the conveyed land. See Natl'

Forest Preservation Group v. Butz, 485 F.2d at 411-12; Ctr. for Biological Diversity v. US.

Dep 't of Interior, 623 F.3d 633, 645-46 (9th Cir. 2010); W. Land Exch. Project v. US. Bureau of

Land Mgint., 315 F.Supp.2d 1068, 1088-90, 1094 (D. Nev. 2004). To comply with this

mandate, DOE must assess how TRIDEC's proposed development-especially new nuclear

facilities-would impact the human environment. Additionally, DOE's EA or EIS must analyze

the direct, indirect, and cumulative impacts of the proposed action (i.e., conveying 1,641 acres)

and the "several" additional conveyances that TRIDEC will request in the future. Proposal at

Cover Letter from Carl Adrian.

The large-scale industrial development that TRIDEC proposes would have extensive

environmental impacts. New industrial development near the Hanford Reach and the Tni-Cities

would result in noise, light, and air pollution, and increased stormwater discharges to the

Columbia. DOE must analyze how these additional sources of pollution would impact the local

Columbia Riverkeeper Cormments on Hanford Land Disposal NEPA Scoping
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environment and public health. Additionally, many industries (like the proposed solar and bio-

fuels power plants) consume large amounts of water or use water to cool their facilities. Where

would such water come from and where would it be discharged? Conveying the land to private

corporations would also make future clean-up of this area more difficult. For example, DOE's

decision to convey land would siphon agency resources away from Hanford's urgent clean-up

mission.

TRIDEC's Proposal calls for an Industrial Development and Energy Park, and

specifically states that TR1DEC is trying to attract new nuclear facilities (as explained above), as

well as solar and bio-fuels power plants. Proposal at 6. DOE's Notice, though proposing to

analyze the "reasonably foreseeable" impacts of development, states that DOE will analyze the

impacts of "warehousing and distribution; research and development; technology manufacturing;

food processing and agriculture; and 'back office' (i.e., business services)." DOE Notice, 77

Fed. Reg. 58,112. DOE is apparently pulling this list from a report by one of TRIDEC's

consultants suggesting potential development opportunities. See Proposal, Attachment 7. DOE

must analyze the impacts of the development that TRIDEC is actually proposing: new nuclear

facilities and other power generation, in addition to other uses.

a. New nuclear development is an indirect impact of the land conveyance.

The environmental impact of TRIDEC's proposed nuclear development would be an

"indirect" impact of DOE' s land conveyance, within the meaning of the NEPA regulations. See

40 C.F.R. § 1 508.25(c)(2). Thus, DOE's EA or EIS must analyze the environmental impacts of

TRIDEC's proposed nuclear facilities. "Indirect" impacts are the impacts of a proposed project

that occur later in time but are still "reasonably foreseeable;" indirect impacts include "induced

changes in the pattern of land use . .. ." 40 C.F.R. § 1508.8(b); see also Save the Yaak Comm. v.

Block, 840 F.2d 714, 720 (9th Cir. 1988) (explaining that the duty to analyze indirect impacts

applies in EAs as well as EISs). In W Land Exch. Project v. US. Bureau of Land Mgmt., the

court held that the environmental impacts of private development following a conveyance of

federal land were 'indirect' impacts of the conveyance for NEPA purposes. 315 F.Supp.2d at

1088-90. Accordingly, the court ordered the federal agency conveying the land to analyze the

environmental effects of the resulting private development in the EIS for the land conveyance.

Columbia Riverkeeper Comments on Hanford Land Disposal NEPA Scoping
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Id. Granting TRIDEC's request would certainly "induce[] changes in the pattern of land use ...

." See 40 C.F.R. § 1508.8(b). Moreover, constructing new nuclear facilities is at least

"reasonably foreseeable" given that TRIDEC is actively recruiting and planning to site such

facilities on the conveyed land. 1d.; Proposal at 6. New nuclear facilities would be an indirect

effect of the proposed land conveyance, and their environmental impacts are therefore within the

scope of DOE's NEPA analysis.

b. New nuclear development is part of the land conveyance 's cumulative impact.

An EA or EIS must also analyze the cumulative impact of the proposed project. 40

C.F.R. § 1508.25(c)(3); see also Save the Yaak Comm. v. Block, 840 F.2d at 720. "Cumulative

impact" is the environmental impact of the proposed project when added to the impacts of "other

past, present, and reaso'nably foreseeable future actions," even if a federal agency is not involved

in those other actions. 40 C.F.R. § 1508.7 (emphasis added). In W Land Exch. Project v. US.

Bureau of Land Mgmt., the court held that private development following a federal land

conveyance was a reasonable foreseeable future action, and therefore part of the conveyance's

cumulative impact. 315 F.Supp.2d at 1088-90. Constructing new nuclear facilities on the land

DOE would convey is similarly a 'future action,' even if DOE has no jurisdiction over the

construction after it conveys the land. Additionally, the construction of nuclear facilities is

'reasonably foreseeable' because TRIDEC is actively trying to locate new nuclear development

at the site. See Proposal at 6. Pursuant to 40 C.F.R. § 1508.25(c)(3), DOE's EA or EIS must

therefore analyze the environmental impacts of the new nuclear facilities TRIDEC proposes.

III. DOE cannot satisfy NEPA for the proposed land conveyance by tiering

to the EIS for the Hanford Comprehensive Land Use Plan.

DOE should not tier to the outdated Hanford Comprehensive Land-Use Plan

Environmental Impact Statement (HCP EIS). DOE issued the HCP EIS and Record of Decision

in 1999. 64 Fed. Reg. 61,615 (Nov. 12, 1999). Together, the Record of Decision and the HCP

EIS form the Hanford Comprehensive Land Use Plan, which is essentially a zoning plan for the

Hanford Site. ROD at 2. The HCP EIS did not analyze land disposal or conveyance because

"[hland transfer is a complicated and separate process from the [Hanford Comprehensive Land

Use Plan] . .. ." HCP EIS at 1-3. DOE, therefore, cannot tier to the HCP EIS because the HCP

Columbia Riverkeeper Comments on Hanford Land Disposal NEPA Scoping
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EIS acknowledges that land conveyances are outside its analysis. Even tiering to the HCP EIS

for background information on Hanford is inappropriate because the HCP EIS is over a decade

old. In short, DOE cannot use tiering to address the impacts of conveying land to TRIDEC

because the HCP EIS did not analyze land transfer, let alone TRIDEC's proposed uses of the

land. HCP EIS at 1-3; see also 40 C.F.R. § 1502.20 (NEPA regulations discussing tiering).

IV. DOE must prepare an EIS to analyze the impacts of conveying land at
Hanford.

DOE's proposed land conveyance is a major federal action with significant

environmental impacts, necessitating an EIS. NEPA requires an EIS whenever substantial

questions exist about whether a project may significantly degrade the environment. Native

Ecosystems Council v. US. Forest Service, 428 F.3d 1233, 1239 (9th Cir. 2005); see also 42

U.S.C. § 4332(2)(C). The Ninth Circuit has explained that "[t]his is a low standard." Cal.

Wilderness Coal. v. US., 631 F.3d 1072, 1097 (9th Cir. 2011). Given the large amount of land

DOE would convey, and the potential for extreme environmental harm associated with nuclear

development, DOE's proposal is a major federal action for which DOE must prepare an EIS.

Federal agencies have prepared EISs to analyze the impacts of land transfers that are relatively

minor compared to TRIDEC's request. For instance, the U.S. Army used an EIS to study the

impacts of selling the 78-acre Stratford Army Engine Plant. Town of Stra fford v. Federal

Aviation Admin., 285 F.3d 84, 87 (D.C. Cir. 2002). Similarly, the U.S. Navy completed an

Environmental Impact Statement to lease and develop office space on federal land in downtown

San Diego. San Diego Navy Broadway Complex Coalition v. US. Dept. of Def , No. 1 IlcvO 154

JM(WMc), 2012 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 149520, at *4-*5 (S.D. Cal. Oct. 17, 2012). The threshold

for preparing an EIS is "low." Cal. Wilderness Coal. v. US., 631 F.3d at 1097. The prospect of

new nuclear generation and/or enrichment facilities along the Columbia River clearly raises

"substantial questions" as to whether the DOE's conveyance "may" significantly degrade the

environment. Cf. Native Ecosystems Council v. US. Forest Service, 428 F.3d at 1239. DOE

must prepare an EIS.

The NEPA regulations list ten factors for evaluating whether a project's impacts-

including indirect and cumulative impacts--may be significant, requiring an EIS. 40 C.F.R. §

Columbia Riverkeeper Comments on Hanford Land Disposal NEPA Scoping
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1508.27(b). The presence of just one of these factors can necessitate an EIS. Ocean Advocates

v. US. Army Corps of Engineers, 402 F.3d 846, 865 (9th Cir. 2005). The factors include:

- The degree to which the project affects public health or safety.

- The degree to which the project's possible effects involve unique risks.

- The project's proximity to ecologically critical areas.

- The degree to which the project may affect endangered species or critical habitat.

40 C.F.R. §§ 1508.27(b)(2), (3), (5) & (9). The above intensity factors would apply to the

construction of new nuclear facilities at Hanford.

The proposed land conveyance's impacts, including new nuclear development, are

'significant' because they involve unique risks and have the potential to endanger public health

and safety. See 40 C.F.R. §§ 1508.27(b)(2) & (5). Hanford's toxic legacy and the recent

Fukushima nuclear disaster in Japan demonstrate that nuclear technology is uniquely and

inherently risky and poses grave threats to public safety. Lack of a meaningful plan for

disposing of the incredibly dangerous and long-lived nuclear material that TRIDEC's facilities

would generate further compounds these risks. TRIDEC's proposal poses unique and serious

risks for the local community and everyone who lives downstream and downwind of the Hanford

site. Pursuant to 40 C.F.R. §§ 1508.27(b)(2) & (5), DOE must prepare an EIS.

The impact of DOE's proposal is also 'significant' because the Hanford Reach, adjacent

to the conveyance, is an ecologically critical area that supports endangered salmon and steelhead.

See 40 C.F.R. §§ 1508.27(b)(3) & (9). The Hanford Reach is the last free flowing, non-tidal

stretch of the Columbia River. Presidential Proclamation establishing the Hanford Reach

National Monument, Proc. 7319 (June 9, 2000). The Hanford Reach contains some of the most

productive salmon spawning habitat in the Northwest, and approximately 80 percent of Upper-

Columbia River Fall Chinook spawn there. Id. Additionally, endangered Upper-Columbia River

Spring-run Chinook and threatened Upper-Columbia River Steelhead inhabit the Hanford Reach

Columbia Riverkeeper Commuents on Hanford Land Disposal NEPA Scoping
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adjacent to the proposed land conveyance. 2 The Hanford Reach is designated critical habitat for

these listed species. 3 The potential impacts of more than a thousand acres of new industrial

development next to the Hanford Reach range from nuclear contamination to increased

stormwater discharge into the Columbia. Such impacts would disrupt the unique ecological

qualities of the Hanford Reach and harm endangered salmonids and their critical habitat.

Accordingly, DOE should prepare an EIS pursuant to 40 C.F.R. §§ 1508.27(b)(3) & (9).

V. DOE must consult with NMFS and USFWS regarding impacts to
threatened and endangered species and designated critical habitat.

DOE must comply with Section 7(a)(2) of the Endangered Species Act (ESA) because

threatened and endangered species and critical habitat may be present in the action area. The

action area for ESA purposes includes "all areas to be affected directly or indirectly by the

Federal action and not merely the immediate area involved in the action." 50 C.F.R. § 402.02

(emphasis added). The Hanford Reach, adjacent to TRIDEC's proposed Industrial and Energy

Park, contains ESA-listed salmonids and designated critical habitat. 4 The Hanford Reach is

within the ESA action area because TRIDEC's proposed industrial and nuclear development

would very likely impact the Columbia River. Accordingly, DOE should initiate Section 7

consultation by complying with 50 C.F.R. §§ 402.12(c) & (d).

V. Conclusion

Riverkeeper is deeply concerned by the prospect of new nuclear facilities at the Hanford

Site and opposes DOE's proposal to give away public land that the public is paying to restore.

Until the Hanford Site is clean and safe, side-projects like the proposed land conveyance only

detract from DOE's critical clean-up mission. DOE should put all available resources toward

eliminating the radioactive and toxic threat to the Pacific Northwest's people and the Columbia

2 NMFS Decision maintaining Upper Columbia River Spring-run Chinook Endangered status, 70 Fed. Reg. 37,160,

37,163 (June 28, 2005); NMFS Decision Listing Upper Columbia River Steelhead as Threatened, 71 Fed. Reg. 834
(Jan. 5, 2006).

3 NMFS Critical Habitat Designation for 12 Evolutionarily Significant Units of West Coast Salmon and Steelhead,
70 Fed. Reg. 52,630, 52,733, 52,760 (Sept. 2, 2005).

4 70 Fed. Reg. 37,160, 37,163; 71 Fed. Reg. 834; 70 Fed. Reg. 52,630, 52,733, 52,760.
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River ecosystem. Riverkeeper will continue to participate in DOE's NEPA process and other

administrative decisions related to the proposed land conveyance.

Sincerely,

Miles Johnson
Clean Water Attorney, Columbia Riverkeeper
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Paula Call
NEPA Document Manager
U.S. Department of Energy, Richland Operations Office
P0 Box 550, MSIN A2-15
Richland, WA 99352

Dear Ms. Call:

Thank you for the opportunity to offer comments on the U.S. Department of Energy's (DOE)
Notice of Intent to prepare an Environmental Assessment for the proposed conveyance of

Hanford land. For the most part, the State of Oregon does not intend to insert itself in

discussions about future use of Hanford land. However, in this instance, there are several issues
which we believe should be considered as DOE moves forward with its Environmental
Assessment.

Under federal law, DOE appears to have considerable latitude in terms of the conditions on

which it may transfer, lease or sell its land for economic development use. 10 CFR 770.8 states

that DOE "generally attempts to obtain fair market value for real property transferred for

economic development, but DOE may agree to sell or lease such property for less than fair

market value..."

It is our understanding that DOE does not have Congressional authority to lease or sell the land

and use the proceeds from that action for Hanford Site cleanup. Given the need for additional
cleanup funding, that would seem the most logical method in which to proceed.

We strongly encourage that DOE explore methods (through the Environmental Assessment or

through other means, as necessary) to gain that authority, and then proceed with a process of

land conveyance (selling or leasing the land at fair market value) which can best benefit the

Hanford cleanup. We simply do not see how the public interest is served by giving the land
away.

Secondly, as a Natural Resource Trustee, although habitat quality of the lands under
consideration is not particularly high, there may be threatened or endangered bird species
using these or adjacent lands that could be adversely affected by development. The



Environmental Assessment should look in detail at habitat utilization and potential adverse
consequences of both land conveyance and the development that would follow.

Furthermore, since development would likely occur independently for several parcels of land,

mitigation would consequently be piecemeal and of limited effectiveness. Accordingly, we urge

that mitigation be planned and implemented as one action for the entire parcel, regardless of
when and in how many pieces the land is eventually developed. Any transfer of Hanford land

from DOE, or development of land if ownership is retained by DOE, incrementally limits future
options for DOE to conduct restoration actions to offset NRDA liability. We urge DOE to
carefully consider those limitations prior to any transfer of ownership or any development of
the subject lands.

Finally, considerable contamination resides in the soil and in the groundwater adjacent to lands

that are proposed for transfer (in the 300 Area and adjacent to the 300 Area). Further, much of
the contamination is potentially down-gradient from land that could be transferred. There may
also be contamination as well in some of the lands proposed for transfer. We strongly
encourage that as DOE moves forward with this process, that it restricts land use that would
require irrigation, including the installation of lawns, as that water could remobilize
contaminants in the soil and move them towards and into the Columbia River.

If you have any questions about our comments, please contact me at 503-378-4906.

Sincerely,

Ken Niles, Administrator
Nuclear Safety Division

2



PONT OF 3n BENTON

November 7, 2012

Ms. Paula Call, NEPA Document Manager
US Department of Energy - Richland Operations Office
P. 0. Box 550, MSIN: A2 -15
Richland, WA 99352

Dear Ms. Call,

The Port of Benton and our other community partners (City of Richland, and Benton County)

strongly support the request to transfer 1641 acres at the South end of the Hanford Site via our

Community Reuse Organization (CR0). The Tni-City Development Council (TRIDEC) and the

partners intend to use this land for the establishment of an energy and industrial park which will

help to create replacement jobs for those lost as DOE's cleanup mission is completed. The Port

is pleased to see the Department of Energy proceeding with an environmental assessment (EA)

to evaluate any potential effects of this action. The Port believes the proposed scope of the EA is

appropriate and further wishes to enter the following comments into the record:

" DOE - Richland's Comprehensive Land Use Plan (CLUP) for the Hanford site designates less
than 10 % of the Hanford site for industrial development. The community's transfer request
represents less than 3% of the land identified in the CLUP for future industrial
development.

" The land requested is either zoned industrial use within the City of Richland's Urban
Growth Boundary or included in Benton County's Land Use Plan. The property is highly
accessible and adjacent to water, sewer, electrical infrastructure.

" The community has a long history of putting land transferred from DOE to productive use.

Since the mid-1960's some 10,000 acres of former Hanford land have been transferred, in

several parcels, to the City of Richland or the Port of Benton. These two entities have
invested more than $20,000,000 in infrastructure and improvements. The economic
benefits of these transfers are easily identified when you look at the companies that have

been attracted to these transferred lands: Energy Solutions, Richland Specialty Extrusion,

intermech , and many other excellent companies are located on this land.

" TRIDEC and the Mid-Columbia Energy Initiative (MCEI) have marketing plans and materials

underway to market this property to new industry. MCEI is working closely with the
Washington Clean Energy Leadership Council, and other state and regional energy
committees to provide the opportunity for an Energy Park at Hanford.

3100 George Washington Way - Richland, WA 99354 -(509) 375-3060 -Fax: (509) 375-5287



*The land is necessary to attract large employers who have the ability to invest new facilities

and create jobs. This private investment will however only happen if the property can be

developed when they are ready to move. They are not interested in DOE leased land and

will not wait a year or more to get the OK to proceed.

Thank you for this opportunity to participate in this public process. The proposed transfer is

very important to the economic stability and diversification efforts of this community. Please

add the Port of Benton to your contact list and keep us informed as the process proceeds.

Sincerely, 1

Ky D eck
President, Port of Benton Commission

cc Port of Benton Commission and Counsel
Scott D. Keller, PPM Executive Director
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sent: Fri day, october 19, 2012 12:57 PM
TO: ALand Conveyance EA
subject: scoping Period for the Environmental Assessment for the Proposed
conveyance of Land at the Hanford Site

October 19, 2012

ms. Paula Call,
wEPA Document manager 1
us Department of Energy -Richlandi operations office P0 Box 550 MIN A2-1
Richlanid, WA 99352 By Email: landconveyanceEA~rl.doe.§ov

Dear ms1. call,

on behalf of the Oregon and Washington Chapters of Physicians for Social
Responsibility, i make the following brief comiments with regard to the
proposed conveyance of land for industrial purposes at the Hanford site:

1) Conveyance should prohibit future activities within the lands conveyed from
adding further burden of radioactive or chemical waste to the Hanford site -

this is in accordance with the intention and spirit of the Tri-Party,
agreement, which designates Hanford as a cleanup site, not a production site,
with regard to radioactive or chemical materials . A nuclear power plant or
plants would sigQnificantly add to the immediate and long-term waste burden of
an already overburdened site and should, therefore, be off the table.

2) Conveyance should require full regulation by the Washington state
Department of Ecology under separate and new permitting and a full set of
state hearings as appropriate for any new facility or facilities proposed for
the newly reopened lands.

we will watch with interest the decisions of the us Department of Energy and
Tri-Dec as this conveyance proceeding goes forward and will respond to your
decisions accordingly, should we deem it necessary to do so. we have enjoyed

d good working relationship with the us DOE and those supportinq economic
development in the Tni-Cities in recent years as we have focused on how best
to clean up an extremely contaminated site. it would be a major step
backwards to reopen regional conflicts over nuclear energy and the inevitable
contamination resulting from it once again and we urge you to think of that as
your weigh your decisions with regard to land conveyance.

sincerely,

Charles K. Johnson
Director, joint Task for on Nuclear Power Oregon & Washington Physicians for
social Responsibility
812 SW washington street , suite 1050
Portland, OR 97205
chuckorejonpsr.org

(b)(6) cell
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Confederated Tribes and Bands Established by the

Of the Yakama Nation _____Treaty of June 9., 1855

October 19, 2012

Matt McCormick
U.S. Department of Energy
Richland Operations Office
P.O. Box 550
Richland, WA 99352

Re: Proposed Conveyance of Land at the Hanford Site

Dear Mr. McCormick:

The Yakama Nation submits the following comments and request for government-to-government
consultation with the Department of Energy in response to the Notice of Intent to Prepare an
Environmental Assessment for the Proposed Conveyance of Land at the Hanford Site.

As way of background, the "Manhattan" Project"' was initiated by the United States as a top secret
National Security Project near the Columbia at Hanford to win World War 11. The residents of the
area were relocated almost overnight and were restricted from visiting their homelands for several

generations. To this day the Yakama people are restricted to certain areas for hunting and/or
gathering their traditional foods. Furthermore our people are restricted from the most sacred spiritual
sites known to us.

Once the "Manhattan Projece' was completed, Hanford became the Nation's largest depository for
some of the worse biological, chemical, and nuclear pollutants in the world. The "environmental
racism" of pollution depositories near or on tribal lands is a well known situation in Indian Country.

The Yakama Nation continues to challenge the Department of Energy with their obligation to clean
our homelands to standards acceptable to us and our future generations. The Yakama Nation is very

concerned for the people and natural resources exposed to the pollution from Hanford. Our water
and salmon are the most sacred blessings we have been offered from this world. Hanford has spoiled
our gifts and is not doing an adequate job of cleaning it up.

The Department of Energy continues to disgrace and disrespect us as a sovereign nation and as the

true stewards of our homelands by not offering the Yakama Nation a "first right of refusal" on

conveyance of lands associated with the Hanford Site. We do not support the land being conveyed to
"TRIDEC", any other organization, or tribe associated with the area. The benefits from the

"Manhattan Project" and the depository have been realized by the world and especially the United
States at the expense of the Yakama people and their sacred resources. The Department of Energy

Post Office Box 15 1. Fort Road, Toppenish, WA 98948 (509) 865-5121



needs to correct the wrongs of the past and at a minimum conduct "face to face" consultation with

the Yakama Nation. As such, the Yakama Nation requests government-to-government consultation
with the Department of Energy to discuss this important matter.

The Yakama Nation also has concerns on how the traditional cultural property (TCP) study will

be carried out. Generally contractors do not consult directly with Tribes, rather consultation is

carried out directly between the Federal agency and the Tribes. A comprehensive and good faith

effort for TCP studies must include Tribal input. TCP studies must consist of interviewing tribal

members familiar with the area through first-hand knowledge or oral history. Only the people

who place cultural significance on an area are able to identify it and speak of its significance.

Thank you for your time and attention. Please contact Philip Rigdon, Department of Natural
Resources Deputy Director to assist with arranging a government-to-government meeting,
Mr. Rigdon can be reached at (509) 865-5121 x. 4655 or at prigdon~yakama.com.

Sincerely,

Yakama Nation Tribal Council

Cc
Warren Spencer Vivian Babs George
Sam Jim, Sr. Stella Washines
Phillip Rigdon Tom Zeilman
Kate Valdez Rob Whitlamn
Steve Rigdon Ruth Jim
Russell Jim Marlene Shavehead
Mona Wright Paula Call
Administrative Record
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From: Sixier, jamnes W fllmbiler@pnni.gov)
Sent: Friday, October 19, 2012 11:00 PM
TIM: ALand Conveyance EA
Subject: Comments from PNNL regarding the proposed land transfer

The following are some general comments from Pt'NNL regarding the EA for proposed conveyance of land at the Hanford
site. if you have any questions/comments, then please respond to this email.

Overall, PNNL favors this land transfer In that it is a positive step in the support of growth and development in the Tri-

Cities. And, also we believe it will be complemrntary to PNNtis efforts to commercialize DOE technologies. With making

this property avallable, technologies developed at PNNL can be readily demonstrated, manufactured, and/or implemented
nearby, which will Increase the likelihood of successful commercialization and serve to diversify the Tri-Cities economy In

the wake of Hanford cleanup. Addlitionally, it would be expected that the new Industries and businesses established and

located on this property would be compatible with PNNIs current and future programs, work arnd facilities, and to the
extent any potential impacts resulted then appropriate zoning/restrictions and land use would be warranted. Again, this

proposed conveyance of land action at the Hanford Site Is an excellent step in right direction to enhancing growth,

development, and the economy In the Tri-Cities, and In general PNNL whole-heartedly supports the proposed action.
Thanks for the opportunity to provide some comments.

Thanks. Jim

Jim Sixier
Facility Strategic Planning Office
Facilities & Operations Directorate
Pacific Northwest National Laboratory
902 Battelle Boulevard
P.O. Box 99", MIN 32-33
Richland, WA 99352 USA
Tel. 509-371-7755

(b)(6) Cl: I
Fax: 509-371-7049
iim.bixleEQonnI.gov
www.pnni.gov
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Sent: Thursday, October 18, 2012 5:25 PM
To,. ALand Conveyance EA
Subject: Hanford

I am concerned that all precaions must be taken to protect the environment, mnd the public from the
effects, when debating land use of the Hanford site, %4th all the mixed nuclear waste. Please Take
Care ISincerely, ayDu

_____ ________ (b)(6)

chrisdaub__ (b)(6)

file:///Cisers/h0O74399/AppDatLcaIMcsofWildowsTempmO
2Oi eoO. 1 201 3
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From: Jeanne Raymond [raymondj@peak.org]
Sent: Monday, October 08, 2012 5:59 PM
To: ADOE
Cc: HANFORD-INFO@LISTSERV.WA.GOV; A Land Conveyance EA
Subject: Re: Fact Sheet for Public Scoping Period on Environmental Assessment for

Proposed Conveyance of Land at the Hanford Site

Importance: High

DOE; Hanford Proposed Conveyance of Land

As one of the early concerned citizens who rallied for, and supported, legislation to clean up the Hanford
Nuclear Reservation Site, I am now concerned that more nuclear industry is being proposed for land that
is being considered for "Conveyance of Land". I am unconditionally opposed to any "new nuclear"
technology or "new" nuclear energy plant on this land. Nuclear energy is NOT renewable, sustainable,
green energy.

We who fought for the cleanup of Hanford, realized that there would be many jobs created in order to
fuilfill that objective. Now that the cleanup is being completed, it would be a betrayal of the trust, if it
was put back into nuclear use and production. Nuclear energy is NOT green manufacturing. We
considered the cleanup of Hanford analogous to forging weapons into ploughshares. I object to the
transfer of this land for any nuclear manufacturing, or weapons manufacturing use. I object to the
transfer of this land for any military purpose or for any nuclear energy plant production manufacturing.

Furthermore, I object to the following clause, because any hazardous substance or
contaminant resulting from activities by DOE or from the city of Richland, or any corporate
or individual responsible must be held accountable for that contamination.

770.7(a)(W(v)(2)

TRIDEC does request indemnification against claims based on the possible release or
threatened release of a hazardous substance or pollutant or contaminant resulting from DOE
activities.

Sincerely,
Jeanne Raymond
Corvallis, Oregon

On Oct 5, 2012, at 3:23 PM, ^DOE wrote:

This is a message from the U.S. Department of Energy

Please mark your calendars to attend the upcoming public scoping meetingtbr the

Environmental Assessment for Proposed Conveyance of Land at the Hanford Site

October 10, 2012

file://C:/Users/h0074399/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/Temporary% 2 01nternet% 20... 1/22/2013
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5:30 p.m. - 6:30 p.m. Open House
6:30 p.m. -8:30 p.m. Meeting

Richland Public Library
955 Northgate Drive

Richland, Washington

The U.S. Department of Energy - Richland Operation Office is preparing an Environmental Assessment

to assess the potential environmental impacts of conveying approximately 1,641 acres of Hanford Site

land designated for industrial uses in the Hanford Site Comprehensive Land Use Plan. The term
"cconvey"~ means potential transfer, lease, easement or combination of such actions. We invite your input

during a 30-day public scoping period from September 19 - October 19, 2012. Please join us to learn

more about the project during a public scoping meeting October 10 at the Richland Public Library, 95 5

Northgate Drive, Richland, Washington. The meeting will include an open house from 5:30-6:30 p.m.

and project overview presentation at 6:30 p.m., followed by a question-and-answer period and

opportunity for individuals to give formal written or oral comments.

For more information on this proposed action, please contact Paula Call at 509-376-2048 or send an

email to landconveyanceEA(&,rl.doe.gov

Attached is a fact sheet developed to support the public scoping period.

Below are links that will take you to the Federal Register Notice of Intent and more information about

the project.

September 19, 2012 Federal Register Notice of Intent To Prepare an Environmental Assessment
(EA) for the Proposed Conveyance of Land at the Hanford Site, Richland, WA

http://www.hanford.gov/files.cfm/H~anford NOI.Pdf

TRIDEC proposal
http://tridec.org/imaes/uploads/77 0"/ 2 0"/ 2 0- / 2 06 1 11 %20Revised%2OFinal%20(lncluding%
20WA%20State%2OLeg)%20(Reduced%2OSize).pdf

<ConveyanceEAScopingFact Sheet.pdf>

fieN:Uesh049/p~t/oa/irsf/idw/eprr%0nee%0. 1/22/2013
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(b)(6) KaJ~-rl crn
Sent: Friday, October 19, 2012 6:15 PM
To: ALand Conveyance EA
QC. Hanford@ecywa.gov; Ser'ry@hoanw.org; kevin@hoanw.org; info@grcenter.org
Subject: Comments on Scoping for proposed land conveyance

First, this conveyance of land has been planned for some time and I don't think any comment or
observation I may have will make much difference in what has already been set in motion, but I will state
my concerns and questions as a citizen of the US and state of Washington.

I've been reading many books on the area and now understand that the scientists knew the consequences of
creating so much nuclear waste. I believe they realized that once set into motion, this would snowball into

un-ending nuclear waste and contamination of the land, air and water. I believe that the staff members ot
the DOE, my staes Department of Ecology and the EPA making decisions about land conveyance must
take responsibility for any batmful effects or consequences. You know the history of this land well.

I . This area has continued to be a dumping ground for other nuclear waste such as the recent FONSI
by the Navy and DOE to bring the TJSS E nterprise nuclear reactors around the Olympic peninsula,
along the Washington coast and through the Columbia corridor to Benton. where they will be
transported by land through to the Trench 94, From what I can see on their map, it looks as if this
will be transported through the land that is being considered for conveyance. Is this the case?

2. If you are really going to do a study, then a map of all the waste materials of various kinds needs to
be clearly outlined and how this waste will not affect land that the DOE wanits to convey to the by
lease or sale. I believe therm is a disclosure law in the state that requires a full report of the
conditions of the property upon conveyance.

3. Therm are constant notices for scoping and actions regarding the storage and cleanup of the area
What is the specific use of the land that will be conveyed? Will there be restrictions and limitations
of the lands?

4. What other proposed and current actions affect this area - its proximity to contamination from
storage and clean up?

5. Hlow will you protect the atea from further contamination?

I will appreciate your -consideration of my comments and look forward to answers of my questions.

Please place this brief letter in the record. Miracles will never cease -1 am still in the date of 10/19/2012.

EVER ONWARD!

Karin Egto
(b)(6)

To write, to make art and film, to wrk as ajournalist or an educator can be a radical act, one that blurs the

lines between action and contemplation by employing ideas as tools to make the world as well as
understand it.
Rebecca Solnit Our Storied Future, ORION, January 2008

file:///CA/Users/h0O74399'AppDaa/LocalMlerosofW'ifdow-JelpoWR
2 0nteI1eOoO... 1/224'201 3
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4

5

6 PUBLIC SCOPING MEETING

7 ON THE ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT

8 FOR PROPOSED CONVEYANCE OF LAND

9 AT THE HANFORD SITE

10

11

12

13 Richland Public Library

14 955 Northgate Drive

15 Richland, Washington

16 5:30 p.m.

17

18

19

20

21

22

23 BRIDGES REPORTING & LEGAL VIDEO
Certified Shorthand Reporters

24 1030 North Center Parkway
Kennewick, WA 99336

25 (509) 735-2400 - (800 358-2345



1 PRE-MEETING COMMENTS

2

3 MR. LEAUMONT: My name is Richard Leaumont,

4 L-e-a-u-m-o-n-t.

5 I think a complete biological assessment needs

6 to be made of the area to make sure that any wildlife

7 habitat or threatened or endangered species of plants and

8 animals should be done before a decision is made.

9 I am very much opposed to giving land to TRIDEC

10 or any other private company or agency that will give the

11 land away. I feel that the land should be sold at fair

12 market value and that those funds be used to purchase

13 wildlife habitat.

14 This is a public asset, and if it is going to

15 be used for private gain, then the public should have the

16 fair market value of the property. That's all.

17 (Comment concluded.)

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25
2
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1 FORMAL PUBLIC COMMENTS

2

3 MR. PANESKO: Vince Panesko, Richland.

4 Panesko is spelled P-a-n-e-s-k-o.

5 Comment one is I would like to see an EIS

6 written because of the huge impact it will have with the

7 future of this much land -- 1,600 acres or so -- being

8 covered with asphalt and buildings.

9 The second comment is I would like to see the

10 land transferred to Port of Benton or City of Richland

11 directly, and not TRIDEC, because the words that TRIDEC

12 might want to transfer ownership to a private entity scares

13 me. It suggests a potential for favoritism, and I believe

14 the government agency should transfer, that DOE should

15 transfer land to a more government agency, more

16 governmental than TRTDEC.

17 The third comment would be, I would like to see

18 the EA investigate the potential for radiation, radioactive

19 materials buried on the north portion of 300 Area, west of

20 the 300 Area, across the tracks.

21 And the next comment is I would like to see the

22 EA address restrictions over the Horn Rapids Land Fill.

23 The restrictions that would be necessary for industrial

24 development there, and I would like to see the EA address

25 the restrictions of ground water due to pesticides leakage
3
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1 from the west end of Horn Rapids Road and from the Areva

2 uranium leakage they had from their ponds and the uranium

3 plumes from the 300 Area.

4 And the last comment would be I would like to

5 see the EA address the restriction on putting additional

6 water into the ground west of the 300 Area because of the

7 influence it could have on leaching more contamination from

8 the 300 Area into the Columbia River. Thank you.

9 MR. COUSINS: Thank you, Mr. Panesko.

10 The next person is Gary Ballew.

11 MR. BALLEW: Hi, I'm Gary Ballew. I'm

12 the economic development manager for the City of

13 Richland.

14 City of Richland is one of the partners with

15 TRIDEC on the request. I have a letter from our mayor,

16 who is sitting right here, but I'm going to talk through

17 him, a letter from the mayor that I'll enter into the

18 record formally.

19 In general, the City of Richland is in

20 support of the scope of the EA. We think it's

21 appropriate to answer the questions that are raised here

22 tonight. There was some questions raised during the

23 question and answer period. We certainly could answer

24 those, but I don't know that this is the venue.

25 The Port, Benton County and the City of

4
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1 Richland and TRIDEC are partners on this, the three of us

2 are public agencies, and so if you have any questions, I

3 would invite folks to contact myself, Gary Ballew; Diane

4 Howard with the Port of Benton; Adam Fyall is with the

5 county, and we could answer some of those questions.

6 So I will just, in the interest of brevity,

7 just enter the letter into the record. Can I hand that

8 to somebody?

9 MR. COUSINS: Sure. Thank you, Mr.

10 Ballew. And just for the record, Ballew is B-a-l-l-e-w?

11 MR. BALLEW: Yes.

12 MR. COUSINS: The next person signed up

13 to speak is Carl Adrian.

14 MR. ADRIAN: Carl Adrian. Carl with a

15 "C," Adrian, A-d-r-i-a-n.

16 I'm President and CEO of the Tni-City

17 Development Council, locally known as TRIDEC.

18 TRIDEC is the lead economic development

19 organization for Benton and Franklin Counties, and it was

20 mentioned earlier that in DOE jargon, we're the Community

21 Reuse Organization or CR0.

22 This designation, that of CR0, is mentioned

23 specifically in both the Code of Federal Regulations,

24 770, which allow for the conveyance of real property for

25 the purposes of economic development, and it was also

5
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1 specifically mentioned in Armed Services legislation that

2 was passed in 2011 that was related to energy parts,

3 which is now become asset revitalization at the

4 Department of Energy.

5 So because of the CR0 references in those two

6 pieces of law, it is TRIDEC that has made the request for

7 1,641 acres of Hanford to be conveyed to the community.

8 From our perspective, there's no better example that

9 Hanford is being cleaned up than the day a small portion

10 of the 586-square mile site get transferred to the

11 community.

12 The land is, the land conveyance clearly

13 spells success, and I think we all need to celebrate that

14 success because it is an important milestone, I think,

15 for this community.

16 You know, at some point in the very near

17 future, the River Corridor will be returned to a pristine

18 condition, there won't be any further risk to the public,

19 and nearly 70 years after the land was taken from the

20 farmers, the shopkeepers, the private citizens who owned

21 the land and was put into government service at that

22 time, a small part of the Hanford site can, once again,

23 regain beneficial use.

24 We think that's important. I should point

25 out that the regulations are very clear that if the land
6
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1 does not directly support DOE critical missions, that in

2 order to help stimulate the local economy as a result of

3 the reduction in workforce, the land must be made

4 available, so that's part of the regulations.

5 We should also recognize, you talked a little

6 bit about the CLUP earlier, the Comprehensive Land Use

7 Plan, and the federal legislation that established the

8 Hanford Reach National Monument, but as you said, more

9 than 80 percent of the 586-mile site has already been

10 identified for conservation and preservation.

11 The active clean-up footprint will eventually

12 be reduced to as little as 10-square miles at the Central

13 Plateau, so the vast majority of the site is going to be

14 preservation and conservation. As you pointed out, the

15 comprehensive land use plan also calls for a small

16 portion, 60 square miles, a little over one percent of

17 the total site, to be set aside for industrial use and

18 research and development.

19 You know, and so that is part of the property

20 that, again, you've seen on the maps is where the TRIDEC

21 request in 1,641 acres.

22 The Comprehensive Land Use Plan clearly

23 spells out what the land could be used for, but it also

24 certainly infers what it can't be used for, and I think

25 as the community, we're prepared to work within those

7
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1 parameters.

2 We're not suggesting that the CLUP be changed

3 or anything like that, the parameters there, and we want

4 the community to work within those parameters.

5 There were some comments earlier about

6 TRIDEC, and maybe this will answer some of the questions.

7 But I want to be very clear about this, TRIDEC has

8 absolutely no intent to be in the land business. We've

9 already established with our partners -- the City of

10 Richland, the Port of Benton, and Benton County -- that

11 if there is no immediate user for the land, or a large

12 portion of the land, we, TRIDEC, will turn the property

13 over to our partners at whatever cost it cost us to

14 acquire the property, no additional cost.

15 Our partners have also agreed that if there

16 is an immediate user, and by user I'm referring to an

17 employer, not a developer, but an employer, that we all

18 mutually agree will have a benefit to the community and

19 add jobs to the community, TRIDEC could then transfer it

20 directly to that employer and, frankly, we could do it at

21 a reduced cost. So we think that's a positive.

22 And, again, TRIDEC has no intent to gain

23 financially with any of these transactions, so it's going

24 to be a straight across transfer, no intent to mark up

25 prices of land or anything else.

8
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1. We should also recognize the past land

2 transfers from the federal government, either the City or

3 Port of Benton, have improved economic development value,

4 making the land available for industrial use, and since

5 the mid-1960s some 10,000 acres of land has been

6 conveyed.

7 I think only one of those conveyances was

8 actually from the Department of Energy, either from the

9 predecessor agency or the maritime administration or

10 something else, but I think there was one DOE transfer.

11 But the entities, the City and Port, have invested about

12 $20 million dollars in infrastructure, probably $20

13 million, plus, but the current assessed value of that

14 property is well over $250 million dollars, so it's been

15 a good investment for the community.

16 That's what we're hoping to do, is replicate

17 what's happened already with the conveyances that's

18 already been made. We should remember that there is not,

19 if there had not been a World War II or Manhattan

20 Project, what is now Hanford and the Hanford Reach would

21 likely be under intensive agricultural use.

22 Those of you that drive from Vernita to

23 Vantage see how rich that soil is, it's in irrigated

24 agriculture up there, you see all the grapes, apples,

25 pears, alfalfa and that other stuff going on. That's
9
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1 probably what the Hanford site would look like today,

2 absent Manhattan Project, so I think we have to keep that

3 in mind.

4 Again, our dream is simply to put some of

5 this land back to beneficial use or, as the Comprehensive

6 Land Use Plan says, the highest and best use of the land,

7 once it no longer supports direct DOE missions. So thank

8 you very much.

9 MR. COUSINS: Thank you, Mr. Adrian.

10 The next person is Dr. Steven Link.

11 MR. LINK: Yes, I have no comments to

12 make.

13 MR. COUSINS: All right, that's all we

14 have signed up in advance. Is there anyone here tonight

15 that would like to enter a comment into the record as

16 part of this portion of tonight's meeting?

17 We'll take the lady in the gray.

18 MS. HANSES: My name is Laura Hanses,

19 it's L-a-u-r-a H-a-n-s-e-s, and I live in Kennewick.

20 I also work out at the Hanford site. I would

21 like to make sure that the EA addresses the continuing

22 mission out at Hanford for 40 to 50 years, the Waste

23 Treatment Plant, the transportation issues that will be

24 happening to support that project, both for the

25 infrastructure that would be going on there, but also the

10
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1 workforce.

2 When I look at that map, I see a huge bottle

3 neck that's going to be created for the Hanford

4 workforce, so I don't see that the Hanford traffic issues

5 have ever been able to get resolved. I don't see how

6 they're going to be able to be resolved without a new

7 route in place and I see that as being way bigger than

8 the City of Richland or the Port of Benton.

9 So I would like to see, I would like to see

10 the impacts to DOE's continuing mission and then also the

11 workforce.

12 MR. COUSINS: And, sir, you had, you

13 wanted to add your name?

14 MR. PLAHUTA: My name is Maynard Plahuta,

15 and I'll spell it for the 599th time. P-l-a-h-u-t-a, and

16 Maynard is M-a-y-n-a-r-d.

17 I clearly support the process of using an EA.

18 I know some think it should be an EIS, and I've known

19 Vince for a long time. We generally agree on most things

20 but sometimes we don't.

21 The reason I say that is I have enough

22 confidence that if there is a problem, as the panel has

23 said, that the EA demonstrates that you have to go

24 further, then do so, but don't spend unnecessary, in my

25 view, time and effort to go through a full EIS when an EA
11
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1 may be adequate.

2 Now I'm not suggesting there be shortcuts in

3 that EA and cover things that shouldn't legitimately be

4 covered.

5 Secondly, I think it makes a whole hell of a

6 lot of sense to turn this over, whether it be a lease or

7 own or sale or whatever to get industry involved. I mean

8 we've got to look to a mission here at the site

9 eventually is going to diminish.

10 I know Laura and others says it's going to be

11 a long time, and we know it's going to be a long time,

12 but on the other hand, we shouldn't sit here idly and

13 hope everything will get continue to get federal funding

14 and all this stuff may be fine and dandy, that may be

15 true in my lifetime, but I'm thinking of my children and

16 grandchildren.

17 We really need some economic development in

18 this community, and there's no better place, I think,

19 than TRIDEC and working with the local community is going

20 to make that happen much faster and much better than

21 anybody else.

22 So I thoroughly support what the TRIDEC's

23 proposal, I think it's a real advantage for community,

24 and I would hope that everything will go smooth so that

25 we can see this happen relatively soon. Thank you.

12
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1 MR. COUSINS: Thank you.

2 I think I saw a third person. Sir? Anyone

3 else that would like to provide testimony tonight?

4 (No response.)

5 If not, that concludes the formal portion of

6 tonight's meeting. We thank you for coming.

7 (7:35 p.m.)

8

9
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1 STATE OF WASHINGTON
ss.

2 COUNTY OF BENTON

3

4 I, Patricia E. Hubbell, do hereby certify that

5 at the time and place heretofore mentioned in the caption

6 of the foregoing matter, I was a Certified Shorthand

7 Reporter for Washington; that at said time and place I

8 reported in stenotype all testimony adduced and proceedings

9 had in the foregoing matter; that thereafter my notes were

10 reduced to typewriting and that the foregoing transcript

11 consisting of 13 typewritten pages is a true and correct

12 transcript of all such testimony adduced and proceedings

13 had and of the whole thereof.

14 I further certify that I am herewith securely

15 sealing the said original deposition transcript and

16 promptly delivering the same to NONA DIEDIKER.

17 Witness my hand at Kennewick, Washington, on

18 this ____day of October, 2012.

19

20

21 Patricia E. Hubbell
CSR NO. 2919

22 Certified Shorthand Reporter

23

24

25
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United States Department of the Interior

FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE

Washington Fish and Wildlife Office
Eastern Washington Field Office

11103 East Montgomery Drive
Spokane Valley, WA 99206

Ms. Paula Call, NEPA Document Manager October 19, 2012
U.S. Department of Energy
Richland Operations Office
P.O. Box 550, MSIN A2-15
Richland, Washington 99352.

Dear Ms. Call:

Subject: Notice of Intent to Prepare an Environmental Assessment for the Proposed
Conveyance of Land at the Hanford Site, Richiand, Washington and Notice of
Potential Floodplain and Wetland Involvement (EA; DOE/EA- 1915).

The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (Service) is writing in response to the subject Notice of Intent
(NOl) published in the Federal Register Volume 77, No. 182, Wednesday, September 19,2012.
The Department of Energy's (DOE) proposed project involves conveying approximately 1,641
acres of Hanford Site land to a local economic development organization. Conveyance of the
land could include title transfer, lease, easement, license, or a combination of these realty
actions. The Tni-City Development Council (TRIDEC), a DOE designated Community Reuse
Organization (CR0) and 501(c)(6) nonprofit corporation, submitted a proposal to DOE in May
2011 (amended October 2011) requesting the transfer of approximately 1,641 acres of land
located in the southeastern corner of the Hanford Site near the City of Richland in Benton
County, Washington for economic development purposes. The Department of Energy
anticipates that there may be continuing mission needs, such as security and safety buffer zones
on some of the requested lands, making them less suitable for conveyance. Therefore, the lands
that will be addressed in the Environmental Assessment (EA) analysis will include the acreage
requested by TRIDEC (1,641 acres) and approximately 2,772 additional acres adjacent to the
requested lands for a total of 4,413 acres. The EA will evaluate the potential environmental
impacts of conveying approximately 1,641 acres of the total 4,413 acres included in the analysis
area. The acreage being considered in the EA analysis is part of approximately 59 square miles
of Hanford Site lands previously designated by DOE for industrial uses under the Hanford
Comprehensive Land-Use Plan (CLUP), based on analyses presented in the Hanford
Comprehensive Land-Use Plan Environmental Impact Statement (HCP-EIS) [DOE/EIS-0222;
September 1999; Record of Decision (ROD) (64 FR 61615; November 12, 1999)]. The HCP-
EIS recognized the potential for future conveyance of some industrial-designated lands to the
local community for economic development.
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These preliminary scoping comments are made pursuant to the National Environmental Policy
Act (NEPA), Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act, Migratory Bird Treaty Act, the Endangered
Species Act, and other relevant rules, regulations, and information pertinent to this project and
relevant to the Hanford site.

General Comments

The Service recognizes the position that DOE is placed in trying to balance its various directives
and obligations. As the designated CR0, TRIDEC has asked for assistance in balancing the
potential economic loss by the reduced DOE workforce by asking for the transfer of DOE-owned
real property by sale or lease at the Hanford defense nuclear facilities, for the purpose of
permitting economic development as provided for in 10 CFR 770. The TRIDEC request for
1,641 acres falls within the area designated by the CLUP for industrial uses. However, DOE
also has a trust responsibility for the natural resources provided by the real property it owns
and/or controls. A June 9, 2000, Presidential Memo to the Secretary of Energy states that DOE
should "manage the Central Area to protect these important values where practical" and directs
the Secretary to "...consult with the Secretary of the Interior on how best to permanently protect
these objects, including the possibility of adding lands to the monument as they are remediated."

The Service, as the current manager of the Hanford Reach National Monument, has a vested
interest in the conservation, protection, and enhancement of fish, wildlife, plants and their
habitats, and, as noted in the Service's "Hanford Reach National Monument, Final
Comprehensive Conservation Plan & EIS" (2008; CCP), "has the responsibility to protect and
recover threatened and endangered species; administer the Migratory Bird Treaty Act; and
protect fish, wildlife and Native American and other trust resources within and beyond the
boundaries of the Monument." It should be noted that public comments on the both the
Service's CCP and DOE's CLUP, although varied, were overwhelmingly in favor of
preservation of natural habitat. This reflects a growing recognition of the importance of shrub
steppe habitat and of how much has been lost The Service therefore encourages DOE to reduce
impacts to this habitat and suggests the following to balance its priorities.

The Tni-City Development Council has requested two specific parcels of DOE owned land,
Parcel 1 being 1,314 acres and Parcel 2 being 300 acres. The Department of Energy has noted in
the NOI that some of the requested lands may be unsuitable for conveyance and has suggested
considering a larger parcel under the EA so that there may be a total of 1,614 acres available for
potential transfer to TRIDEC. The Service suggests the EA be limited to the parcels specifically
requested by TRIDEC. The criteria used by TRIDEC to request specific parcels (e.g. proximity
to infrastructure) may limit the usability of lands that are not in those specific areas requested by
TRIDEC. Expanding the area under consideration opens up the possibility of impacts to habitat
that may not otherwise be considered for development. It may also move development closer to
sensitive areas, such as nesting areas for ferruginous hawks, (see for example Figure 4-17 of the
CLUP). It seems prudent to allow TRIDEC the opportunity to adjust its development plans on
the requested parcels to the potential restrictions by DOE rather than to open up areas beyond
those requested by TRIDEC for additional consideration in the EA. Note that one of the
purposes of NEPA is to "prevent or eliminate damage to the environment" by reducing the
environmental consequences of a decision to take an action based on a need.
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As noted in the NOI, the Purpose and Need is that "DOE will consider the TRIDEC request for
the transfer of 1,641 acres of Hanford lands to support local economic development", not 4,413
acres as DOE is considering including in the EA.

The Service also suggests that DOE require application of its own habitat ranking and mitigation
requirements detailed in its Biological Resources Management Plan (BRMaP) to the properties it
conveys for development. Whether sold or leased, the same requirements that currently apply to
DOE owned property should be conveyed to the lessee/owner. The Service recommends
including the same requirements the DOE uses in the BRMaP in the lease/deed for conveyed
property.

Endangered & Sensitive Species

The NOI did not contain site specific information on where the project activities such as building
construction, road construction/reconstruction and related activities will occur. In our
coordination with the DOE over the past two decades, the Service, as well as other State and
Federal Entities, has identified several threatened and endangered species, candidate species, and
species of special concern that are and may be present at the Hanford site. For example, several
avian species were identified in the vicinity of the potential conveyance area in the CLUP (e.g.
Figure 4-17) that could potentially be impacted by development. Bull trout and designated
critical habitat for the bull trout also occur in the area, and there are also numerous other species,
including anadromous fishes that have been federally listed by the National Marine Fisheries
Service, that may occur in the vicinity of and be affected by this proposed project on the site.
For the preparation of the EA, and Biological Assessment (BA) that specifically evaluates the
effects of the project on listed species, the current county list(s) of threatened and endangered
species under the purview of the Service can be found at
http://www.fws.gov/eastemnwashingtonspecies/coulntySppLists.html.

Should the BA for the proposed project determine that a listed species under the jurisdiction of
the Service is likely to be affected (adversely or beneficially) by the project, DOE should request
Section 7 consultation through the Service. If the BA determines that the proposed action is "not
likely to adversely affect" a listed species, DOE should request Service concurrence with that
determination through the informal consultation process, however if the proposed action is
determined to result in adverse effects to a listed species, the DOE should request formal section
7 consultation with the Service. If the biological assessment determines that the project will
have "no effect," we would appreciate receiving a copy of this determination for our records.

Minraor Birds

Efforts should be made to protect migratory birds and their habitats protected under the
Migratory Bird Treaty Act in siting this project. The ongoing bird surveys at the Hanford site
demonstrate that this site is visited by many species and thousands of individuals of migrant
birds. Birds are generally sensitive to perturbations of their environment. Examples include, but
are not limited to, maintenance of adequate buffer areas around nesting areas, such as those of
the ferruginous hawk, and maintaining raptor perches, etc. Please consider impacts to migratory
birds and their habitats that may be impacted by the project at the Hanford site, including those
incidental to construction (e.g. bank swallows nesting in soil stockpiles).
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Cumulative Effects

Under the National Environmental Policy Act (40 CFR - 1508.7), cumulative effects are the
effects on the environment that results from the incremental impact of the action when added to
other past, present, and reasonably foreseeable future actions, regardless of what agency (Federal
or nonfederal) or person undertakes such other actions. Cumulative impacts can result from
individually minor but collectively significant actions taking place over a period of time. The
Hanford site has extensive past impacts and is undergoing remiediation and restoration to address
these impacts to the environment Therefore we recommend a comprehensive cumulative effect
assessment of past, present, and future activities in the general vicinity of the project including
future development in the designated industrial use area. Any analysis should include a detailed
analysis of cumulative effects of the proposed project at the Hanford site and its integration with
ongoing efforts for remnediation, restoration, and preservation of natural resources.

Terrestrial Land Use

Although addressed in the NOI and mentioned above, you should address the consistency of the
project CLUP, including the siting of the project and associated supporting infrastructure (roads,
electricity, etc.), and proximity to shrub steppe habitat, known avian nesting and forage areas,
and other natural resource considerations. As noted, in the response to comments to the CLUP,
it is clear that preservation of the large expanses of undisturbed habitat is a high priority.

Cultural Considerations

The Hanford site is recognized as a valuable cultural resource to the surrounding Native
American community through various formal and informal means. You should consider the
potential impacts to the cultural resources specific to the Hanford site.

Sincerely,

Ken S. Berg, Manager
Washington Fish and Wildlife Office



UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
REGION 10

1200 Sixth Avenue, Suite 900
Seattle, WA 98101-3140

OFFICE OF
ECOSYSTEMS. TRIBAL AND

PUBLIC AFFAIRS

October 19, 2012

Paula Call
NEPA Document Manager
U.S. Department of Energy
Richland Operations Office
P.O. Box 550, MSIN A2-15
Richland, Washington 99352

Re: EPA Scoping Comments on the Proposed Conveyance of Land at the Hanford Site and

Potential floodplain and Wetland Involvement (EPA Project: 12-0050-DOE).

Dear Ms. Call:

In accordance with our responsibilities under Section 309 of the Clean Air Act and the National

Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), the US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has reviewed the

US Department of Energy (DOE) Notice of Intent (NOI) to prepare an Environmental Assessment (EA;

DOEIEA- 1915) for the proposed Conveyance of Land and Potential Floodplain and Wetland
Involvement at the Hanford Site in Richland, Washington.

According to the NOI, DOE proposes to assess environmental impacts associated with actions to convey

up to 1,641 acres of the Hanford Site land to Tni-City Development Council (TRIDEC), a local

economic development organization. The analysis area would be 4,413 acres, which would include

requested lands and surrounding parcels. The conveyance would involve title transfer, lease, easement,

license, or a combination of these realty actions. In addition, TRIDEC would engage in warehousing and

distribution, research and development, technology manufacturing, food processing and agriculture, and

other business services. The EA tiers to the 1999 Hanford Comprehensive Land-Use Plan

Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) and related 2008 amendments and Record of Decision, which

included provisions to transfer lands designated for industrial use to the local community for economic

development.

The EPA supports the goals of the proposed action to convey lands suitable for economic development

to local entities and others, and analyze potential impacts of this action on environmental resources in

the analysis area under NEPA. Similarly, we appreciate DOE plans to prepare an Environmental Impact

Statement if the proposed EA analysis result in significant impacts. The NOI further identifies a

preliminary list of resources and issues to address in the EA analysis, including, but not limited to land

use, ecological and cultural resources, water and air quality, wetlands and floodplains, human health and

safety, and others. We offer the attached scoping comments to inform DOE of issues that the EPA

believes are important to consider in NEPA analysis for the project.

The EPA recommends DOE consider imposing deed restrictions and easements for those transfer lands

having resources considered sensitive and having natural, cultural, historical and environmental



significance. Such restrictions would better assure that subsequent use of the lands by the transferee
would be environmentally and socially sustainable. The EA analysis should also include criteria to
identify suitable parcels to convey, state compatible and incompatible uses, and techniques to protect
resources that may be at risk (e.g. shrub steppe habitat and associated species), including regulatory
controls and acquisition methods (e.g. fees, easements, etc...)

Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on this project early and we look forward to
continued involvement in subsequent NEPA processes for the project. If you have questions about our
comments, please contact me at (206) 553-6322 or by electronic mail at mbbly~ho~eeeagv

Theog aba~ye
EnvironntalI Review and Sediment Management Unit
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Detailed EPA Scoping Comments on the
Proposed Conveyance of Land at

Hanford Site in Richland, WA

Purpose and Need
The EA should clearly identify the purpose and need to which DOE would be responding in proposing

the alternatives, including the proposed action. The purpose of the proposed action would typically be

the specific objectives of the proposed action, while the need for the plan may be to eliminate a broader

underlying problem or take advantage of an opportunity. Thus, the purpose and need should be a clear,

objective statement of the rationale for the proposed action, as it provides the framework for identifying

project alternatives.

Range of Alternatives
The EA should include a range of reasonable alternatives that meet the stated purpose and need, and that

are responsive to the issues identified during the scoping process. [t will also be important to quantify

impacts of each alternative action and determine corresponding mitigation measures. The EPA

encourages selection of feasible alternatives that would minimize environmental degradation.

Environmental Effects
The EA should include environmental effects and mitigation measures. This would involve delineation

and description of the affected environment or analysis area, indication of impacted resources therein,

the nature of the impacts. and mitigation measures for the impacts. The following topics are of particular

interest to the EPA.

Water Resources
Water quality degradation is one of the EPA's primary concerns. Section 303(d) of the Clean Water Act

(CWA) requires the State of Washington and Tribes with the EPA-approved water quality standards to

identify water bodies that do not meet water quality standards and to develop water quality restoration

plans to meet the state and tribal water quality criteria and associated beneficial uses. Therefore, the EA

should disclose waters in the analysis area and vicinity that new land uses may impact, nature of the

potential impacts, and pollutants likely to affect those waters. It should also report waters on the State's

and Tribe's most current EPA-approved 303(d) list and describe any existing restoration and

enhancement efforts for those waters, how new landowners would coordinate with on-going protection

efforts, and any mitigation measures to implement to avoid further degradation of water quality within

impaired waters. Please also note that anti-degradation provisions of the CWA prohibit degrading water

quality standards within water bodies that are currently meeting water quality standards. Because of that,

the EA document should indicate how development projects within conveyed lands would meet those

provisions.

Public drinking water supplies and/or their source areas often exist in many watersheds. Source water

areas might exist within or around the analysis area. Source water is water from streams, rivers, lakes,

springs, and aquifers used as a supply of drinking water. The 1996 amendments to the Safe Drinking

Water Act (SDWA) require federal agencies to protect sources of drinking water for communities.

Because of that, the EPA recommends DOE contact Washington State Department of Ecology to obtain
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information about source water areas in and around the analysis area. If development projects within the

analysis area would affect drinking water, then the EA would need to include contaminants of concern

and measures to protect drinking water and source areas.

Groundwater extraction, land disturbance related to construction activities, material transportation and

storage, waste disposal, inadvertent chemical or hazardous liquid spills, and compaction produced by
vehicular traffic, use of existing and new access roads, and other facilities may compact soils and change

hydrology, runoff characteristics, and ecological function of sites, affecting flows and delivery of

pollutants to water bodies. Therefore, the EA should include a detailed discussion of the cumulative

effects from development projects on the hydrologic conditions of the analysis area and vicinity. The

document should clearly depict reasonably foreseeable direct, indirect and cumulative impacts to

groundwater and surface water resources. For groundwater, the EA should identify potentially affected

groundwater basins and any potential for subsidence, and analyze impacts to springs or other open water

bodies and biological resources. This is especially important for the proposed land conveyance action
due to groundwater contamination within the area. As a result, we recommend the EA include the
following:

* A summary of land and groundwater contamination at the site;
9 Describe the current reniediation efforts and state of cleanup at time of transfer;

9 Describe all future assessments, remediation, and long-term monitoring obligations that are
required for the site;

9 Describe the responsibility for remediation and long-term monitoring that DOE is assuming in
the land transfer. The assumptions should be consistent with the EPA guidance' on transfer by
deed, under Section 120(h) (3) (C) of the Comprehensive Environmental Response,
Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA), of real property listed on the National Priorities
List (NPL) held by a federal agency (landholding federal agency) where the release or disposal
of hazardous substances has occurred, but where all necessary remedial action has not yet been
taken.

Roads and Disposal of Discharges
Roads and their use also facilitate sediment transport to streams, increase habitat fragmentation and
wildlife disturbance, as well as invasive plant infestations. Roads interrupt the subsurface flow of water.

The EA should include data about existing and anticipated new roads and evaluate the change in road
miles and density that will occur because of the project and predicted impacts to water quality by roads.
Under the CWA, any project construction that would disturb a land area of one or more acres also
requires a National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permit for discharges to waters of
the U.S. The EA should document the project's consistency with applicable storm water permitting
requirements and should discuss specific mitigation measures that may be necessary or beneficial in
reducing adverse impacts to water quality.

The EA should address the potential effects of development projects' discharges, if any, on surface and
groundwater quality. The specific discharges should be identified and potential effects of discharges on

designated beneficial uses of affected waters should be analyzed. If facilities would be zero discharge,

http://www.epa.gov/fedfac/documents/hkFin.htm
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the EA would need to disclose the amount of process water that would be disposed of onsite and explain
methods of onsite containment. If evaporation ponds would be used for disposal of wastewater, identify
chemical characteristics of the pond water and how seepage into groundwater will be prevented. Identify
the storm design containment capacity of ponds, explan how overflow in larger storm events will be
managed, and discuss potential environmental impacts (drainage channels affected, water quality,
biological resources) in the event of overflow. Please note that the disposal of wastewater or other fluids
into the subsurface is subject to the requirements of the Underground Injection Control Program,
pursuant to the Safe Drinking Water Act and permits may be required, depending on project
specifications and federal and/or state requirements.

Water Conservation
The EPA encourages DOE to include in the EA a description of all water conservation measures to
implement to reduce water demands. Project designs should maximize conservation measures such as
appropriate use of recycled water for landscaping and industry, xeric landscaping, and water
conservation education. There 2are water saving strategies in the EPA's publications on Protecting Water
Resources with Smart Growth2 and USEPA Water Conservation Guidelines3. In addition, the EA should
describe water reliability for future development projects and clarify how climate change would affect
existing and/or other sources. At a minimum, the EPA expects a qualitative discussion of impacts of
climate change to water supply, and the adaptability of anticipated development projects to these
changes.

Aquatic Resources
The EA should describe all waters of the U.S., including wetlands, that could be affected by
development projects, and include maps that clearly identify all waters within the analysis area. It should
also include data on acreages and channel lengths, habitat types, values, and functions of these waters. If
the projects would result in impacts to aquatic resources, then DOE should work with the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers to determine if projects would need a CWA §404 permit.

If a permit is required, the EPA will review the project for compliance with Federal Guidelines for
Speci4fication of Disposal Sites for Dredged or Fill Materials (40 CFR 230), promulgated pursuant to
Section 404(b) (1) of the CWA ("404(b) (1) Guidelines"). Any permitted discharge into waters of the
U.S. must be the least environmentally damaging practicable alternative available to achieve the project
purpose. The EA should include an evaluation of project alternatives in this context in order to
demonstrate the projects' compliance with the 404(b) (I) Guidelines. If actions on land to be conveyed
would involve discharges to waters of the U.S., then the EA should include actions to reduce and
mitigate resulting impacts.

Please also note that activities affecting floodplains are also regulated under the CWA §404 and
Executive Order 11988, Floodplain Management. The EA, therefore, should include information
explaining anticipated activities in floodplains, alternatives considered, and steps taken to reduce
impacts to floodplains. The EA should also identify whether any components of the projects would be
within a 50 or 100-year floodplain and discuss appropriate mitigation approaches. Floodplains perform a

2 www.eoa.'!Ov/oidoaze/of/wateffesources-with-sg.pdf
3 www.epa.gov/watersense/doc.-/ao- -a508.ndf
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vital function of conveying and dissipating the volume and energy of peak surface runoff flows
downstream. Thus, periodic flood flows form and sustain specific habitat types such as wetland and
riparian areas within floodplains. As such, it is important to preserve unimpaired flood flows and
prevent flood-related damage to downstream resources.

Section 3(d) of the Executive Order 11988 also states that when property in floodplains is proposed for

disposal to non-Federal public or private parties, the Federal agency shall:

(1) Reference in the conveyance those uses that are restricted under identified Federal, State, or
local floodplain regulations; and

(2) Attach other appropriate restrictions to the uses of properties by the grantee or purchaser and
any successors, except where prohibited by law; or

(3) Withhold such properties from conveyance.

The EA should address the above requirements in more detail by including a map with fioodplains in

the selected lands, as well as identifying all applicable Federal, State, and local floodplain regulations,
and any actions that DOE would need to take to comply with the Executive Order.

Hazardous Materials, Waste and Solid Waste
The EA should address potential direct, indirect and cumulative impacts of hazardous waste from
construction and operation of anticipated development projects. The document should identify projected
hazardous waste types and volumes, and expected storage, disposal, and management plans. It should
also address the applicability of state and federal hazardous waste requirements. Appropriate mitigation
should be evaluated, including measures to reduce the generation of hazardous waste (i.e., hazardous
waste minimization). Alternate industrial processes using less toxic materials should be evaluated as
mitigation. This potentially reduces the volume or toxicity of hazardous materials requiring management
and disposal as hazardous waste. The EA should clarify how impacts from accidental spills would be
addressed using safety procedures, spill prevention plans, and cleanup, should a release of hazardous
materials (to any environmental medium-air, surface water, groundwater, or soils) occur within the
analysis area after conveyance.

The EA should address radionuclide and chemical contamination in soil and/or groundwater within the
analysis area and vicinity, and whether anticipated projects may result in a disturbance of radioactive
contaminants or their release into the environment. In order to facilitate effective NEPA public
disclosure, the EA should provide maps depicting the relationship of the proposed analysis areas,
including associated facilities, with known or suspected radioactive contamination. The EA should
address other contaminants to expect as an issue of concern in the area. To the extent that contamination
may be an issue of concern, the EA should identify feasible measures to take to avoid, reduce or mitigate
these impacts.

To the extent that information is not classified, the EA should present information about accidental
release or discharge of pollutants in the analysis area, including a discussion of the effects of such
accidental releases or discharges on human health and safety. Such discussion would facilitate effective.
public disclosure and informed public comment under NEPA, particularly in terms of portraying
existing conditions ('baseline'); when evaluating the merits of 'No Action' compared to the fully-
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evaluated action alternatives; and in proposing and refining mitigation to prevent or minimize accidental

releases or discharges of pollutants in the future at the site. This is especially important because of
radioactive and chemical contamination in the area.

If development projects in the analysis area would involve use of pesticides and herbicides on land

conveyed, the EA should address any potential toxic hazards related to the application of the chemicals,

and describe actions to take to assure that impacts by toxic substances released to the environment
would be minimized.

Habita4 Vegetaton, and Wildlife
During construction of the proposed project, clearance of vegetation and movement of soils may be

necessary, such as when building aboveground facilities. The EA should describe the current quality and

capacity of habitat, its use by wildlife in the proposed project area, especially avian populations and fish.

Construction activities also have the potential to disrupt important wildlife species habitat due to habitat

fragmentation and the creation of edge effects that may favor some species over the others.

The EA should describe the critical habitat for species; identify any impacts on species and their critical

habitats by projects, and how projects will meet all requirements under the Endangered Species Act. The

EA should include a mitigation plan with detailed steps to take to minimize or eliminate adverse

impacts. For example, construction activities may result in adverse impacts to the shrub steppe habitat,

which has low resilience to environmental disturbance. Loss of the shrub steppe habitat would also

affect wildlife. The EA should discuss in detail potential impacts to shrub steppe habitat because of

anticipated development projects. Projects may also have impacts on native and rare plants and the EA

should include their locations and actions to manage their sites to reduce potential impacts on the plants.

During construction, blasting may be required in some areas and may result in increased noise and

related effects to local residents and wildlife. The EA should discuss blasting needs, methods, and

control of effects, and mitigation of impacts. There should be no placement and storage of blasting

equipment and materials or excavation in sensitive areas. The timing of site activities should also be

planned so that there would be little to no impacts to plants and animals during crucial seasons in their

life cycle. The EA should specify Best Management Practices to protect resources and the role of the

Hanford Site Biological Resources Management Plan (DOE/RL-96-32).

Noxious Weeds and Invasive Plants
Among the greatest threats to biodiversity is the spread of noxious weeds and exotic (non-indigenous)

plants. Many noxious weeds can out-compete native plants and produce a monoculture that has little or

no plant species diversity or benefit to wildlife. Noxious weeds tend to gain a foothold where there is

disturbance in the ecosystem. New roads and utility Right of Ways can become a pathway for the spread

of invasive plants. If possible, a vegetation management plan should be prepared to address control of

such plant intrusions. The plan should list the noxious weeds and exotic plants that occur in the analysis

area. In cases where noxious weeds are a threat, we recommend the document detail a strategy for

prevention, early detection of invasion, and control procedures for each species. Early recognition and

control of new infestations is essential to stopping the spread of infestation and avoiding future
widespread use of herbicides, which could correspondingly have adverse impacts on biodiversity and

nearby water quality.
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There are a number of prevention measures available such as reseeding disturbed areas as soon as

possible and cleaning equipment and tires prior to transportation to an un-infested area. Plant seeds can

be carried from a source area by the wind, wildlife, on equipment tires and tracks, by water, and on the

boots of workers, so care should be taken to implement control procedures in all source areas to avoid

spread to unaffected areas. Executive Order 13112, Invasive Species mandates that federal agencies take

actions to prevent the introduction of invasive species. provide for their control, and minimize the

economic, ecological and human health impacts that invasive species cause.

Air Quality Impacts
The EA should address air quality protection. The types of fuels to be used during construction

activities, increased traffic during operations, and related VOC and NOx emissions, should be disclosed

and the relative effects on air quality and human health evaluated. Dust particulates from construction

activities and ongoing operation of roadways are important concerns. The EA should evaluate air quality

impacts, and detail mitigation steps to take to minimize associated impacts. This analysis should also

address and disclose the project's potential effect on all criteria pollutants under the National Ambient

Air Quality Standards (NAAQS), including ozone; visibility impairment, and air quality related values

(AQRV) in the protection of any affected Class I Areas, any significant concentrations of hazardous air

pollutants, and protection of public health.

Because of the presence of radionucleides in the area, the EA should include the most current

information regarding radionuclide emissions affecting the analysis area, consistent with the Federal

Clean Air Act and the EPA's National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAP)

requirements. It should also address whether radionuclide emissions would be expected to change

substantially under any of the action alternatives, either in terms of the emission types or their volumes.

The EA should also fully evaluate mitigation measures to minimize radionuclide emissions to the

greatest extent practicable, including for the No Action alternative, and discuss DOE's current efforts to

limit, control and minimize radionuclide emissions. Similarly, the EA should evaluate whether the

projects may require the disturbance and/or removal of asbestos-containing materials, which are

regulated by the EPA under the Clean Air Act and NESHAP, as well as other local entities.

If, during construction of projects, there would be burning of cleared vegetation, then the EA should

include a smoke management program that would be followed to reduce public health impacts and

potential ambient air quality exceedances.

Cumulative Effects
The proposed action should assess impacts over the entire area of impact and consider the effects of the

proposed project when added to other past, present (including existing project) and reasonably

foreseeable future projects in and outside the analysis area, including those by entities not affiliated with

DOE. Only by considering all actions together can one conclude what the impacts on environmental

resources are likely to be. The EPA has issued guidance on how we are to provide comments on the

assessment of cumulative impacts, Consideration of Cumulative Impacts in EPA Review of NEPA
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Documents'4. The guidance states that in order to assess the adequacy of the cumulative impacts
assessment, there are five key areas to consider:

a. Resources, if any, that are being cumulatively impacted;
b. Appropriate geographic area and the time over which the effects have occurred and will occur;
c. All past, present, and reasonably foreseeable future actions that have affected, are affecting, or

would affect resources of concern;
d. A benchmark or baseline;
e. Scientifically defensible threshold levels.

Endangered Species Act (ESA)
The EA should identify the endangered, threatened, and candidate species under ESA, and other
sensitive species within the project area. The EA should describe the critical habitat for the species;
identify any impacts future actions on land to be conveyed will have on the species and their critical
habitats; and how the actions will meet all requirements under ESA, including consultation with the US
Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) and National Oceanographic Atmospheric Administration. The EA
may need to include a biological assessment and a description of the outcomes of consultation with the
USFWS under Section 7 of the ESA.

Climate Change Effects
Currently, there is concern that continued increases in greenhouse gas emissions resulting from human
activities contribute to climate change. Effects of climate change may include changes in hydrology, sea
level, weather patterns, precipitation rates, and chemical reaction rates. The EA document should
therefore consider how resources affected by climate change could potentially influence anticipated
development projects on land to be conveyed and vice versa, especially within sensitive areas. The EA
should also quantify and disclose greenhouse gas emissions from potential activities under the plan and
discuss mitigation measures to reduce emissions.

Mitigation and Pollution Prevention
The BA should evaluate the feasibility of adopting mitigation to avoid, reduce or compensate for adverse
environmental impacts from construction and operation. The NEPA does not require that an impact be
"significant" before mitigation can be presented in a NEPA document. "All relevant, reasonable
mitigation measures that could improve projects are to be identified.... Mitigation measures must be
considered even for impacts that by themselves would not be considered 'significant.' Once the
proposal itself is considered as a whole to have significant effects . .. mitigation measures must be
developed where it is feasible to do so." (See CEQ's Forty Questions, #19a).

CEQ also issued guidance 5 on integrating pollution prevention measures in NEPA documents. Many
strategies can reduce pollution and protect resources, including using fewer toxic inputs, altering
manufacturing and facility maintenance processes, and conserving energy. Consistent with CEQ's

4~ htto://www.epa.gov/comioliance/rcsourceslt)olicies/neoa/cumulativc.Nd
5 Memorandum to Heads of Federal Departments and Agencies Regarding Pollution Prevention and the National
Environmental Policy Act, CEQ, January 12, 1993.
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guidance, we recommend presenting all reasonable mitigation and pollution prevention measures.

Pollution prevention opportunities are discussed in the Federal Facilities Sector Notebook6 .

Executive Order 13514, Federal Leadership in Environmental, Energy, and Economic Performance

(October 9, 2009) was also issued to establish an integrated strategy towards sustainability in the Federal

Government and to make reduction of greenhouse gas emiussions a priority for Federal Agencies.

Additionally, Executive Order 13148, Greening of Government Through Leadership in Environmental

Management (April 21, 2000), was established to integrate environmental accountability into agency

decision making and long-term planning processes, across all agency missions, activities, and functions.

We recommend that the EA discuss both of these Executive Orders and demonstrate how anticipated

development projects will be consistent with them.

Coordination with Land Use Planning Activities
The EA should discuss how the proposed action would support or conflict with the objectives of federal,

state, tribal or local land use plans, policies and controls in the analysis area and vicinity. The term "land

use plans" includes all types of formally adopted documents for land use planning, conservation, zoning

and related regulatory requirements. Proposed plans not yet developed should also be addressed if the

appropriate government body in a written form has formally proposed them. Of particular importance,

the EA should address existing constraints in the analysis area e.g., power lines and utility Right-Of-

Ways, floodplains, and how acceptable land uses will be consistent with the results of the CERCLA

120(h) reviews, applicable city of Richland and Benton County zoning requirements, and the ability to

obtain construction and operating permits and licenses.

Coordination with Tribal Governments
Executive Order 13175, Consultation and Coordination with Indian Tribal Governments (November 6,

2000), was issued in order to establish regular and meaningful consultation and collaboration with tribal

officials in the development of federal policies that have tribal implications, and to strengthen the United

States government-to-government relationships with Indian tribes. The EA should describe the process

and outcome of government-to-government consultation between DOE and each of the tribal

governments within the analysis area, issues that were raised (if any), and how those issues were

addressed in the selection of the proposed alternatives.

National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA) and Executive Order 13007

Consultation for tribal cultural resources is required under Section 106 of the National Historic

Preservation Act (NHPA). Historic properties under NHPA are properties that are included in the

National Register of Historic Places (NRHP) or that meet the criteria for the National Register. Section

106 of the NHPA requires a federal agency, upon determining that activities under its control could

affect historic properties, consult with the appropriate State Historic Preservation Officer/Tribal Historic

Preservation Officer (SHPO/THPO). In addition, Section 106 requires that Federal agencies consider the

effects of their actions on cultural resources, following regulation in 36 CFR 800. Under NEPA, any

impacts to tribal, cultural, or other treaty resources must be discussed and mitigated.

6 http:l/www.epa.ov/compianceresourceS/Iublicationlsassistaice/sectors/notebooks/federa.0~f.
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Executive Order 13007, Indian Sacred Sites (May 24, 1996), requires federal land managing agencies to

accommodate access to, and ceremonial use of, Indian sacred sites by Indian Religious practitioners, and
to avoid adversely affecting the physical integrity of such sacred sites. It is important to note that a
sacred site may not meet the National Register criteria for a historic property and that, conversely, a
historic property may not meet the criteria for a sacred site.

The EA should address the existence of any Indian sacred sites in the analysis area. It should address
Executive Order 13007, distinguish it from Section 106 of the NHPA, and discuss how DOE will avoid

adversely affecting the physical integrity of sacred sites, if they exist. The EA should provide a summary
of all coordination with Tribes and with the SHPOITHPO, including identification of NRHP eligible
sites, and development of a Cultural Resource Management Plan, including the transferee's coordination
with affected tribes.

Environmental Justice and Public Participation
The EA should include an evaluation of environmental justice populations within the geographic scope
of the analysis area. If such populations exist, the EA should address the potential for disproportionate
adverse impacts to minority and low-income populations, and the approaches used to foster public
participation by these populations. Assessment of the conveyance impacts on minority and low-income
populations should reflect coordination with those affected populations. One tool available to locate
Environmental Justice populations is online at http://epgaal4.epa.gov/eimaD/entry.html.

Executive Order 12898, Federal Actions to Address Environmental Justice in Minority Populations and
Low-Income Populations (February 11, 1994), directs federal agencies to identify and address
disproportionately high and adverse human health or environmental effects on minority and low-income
populations, allowing those populations a meaningful opportunity to participate in the decision-making
process.


